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FROM THE PRESIDENT

C

Making Bets for Fall:
Two Important Trends
By John O'Brien

olleges and universities around the world are making their bets for fall, though certainly some
will be changing their bets as new facts emerge from the remarkably uncertain landscape of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Every week brings a new set of headlines—medical, political, and everything
in-between. Ultimately the most consequential decisions—statewide declarations, lockdowns,
reopenings, and closings—may well be out of our hands. Making these bets for fall is like having to
play a game of poker you’d rather not play with precious resources you’d rather not lose in a game
whose rules change without notice.
Amid the unsettling uncertainties, two important trends that started well before fall have accelerated and intensified in the shadow of
the pandemic. We should work to ensure these trends continue long after the current crisis has calmed.

The Accelerating Trend: Digital Transformation

EDUCAUSE has made digital transformation (Dx) a priority, defining the phenomenon to include more than technology. Dx is the
combination of technology, workforce, and culture shifts that will transform the institution’s operations, strategic directions, and value
proposition. In fact, the subtitle for the EDUCAUSE 2020 Top 10 IT Issues article is “The Drive to Digital Transformation Begins.” 1
However, progress has been sluggish. As noted in a June 2020 EDUCAUSE report, only 13% of survey respondents said that their institutions are engaged in Dx. The majority of IT professionals said that their institutions are either exploring
Dx (38%) or developing a Dx strategy (32%).2 The pandemic dramatically changed the short-term picture of technology change, but the overnight “ready or not” technology lifeline we experienced in the
spring is not necessarily transformational just because it was a monumental achievement.
On the other hand, the pandemic response of higher education institutions this fall semester offers
a powerful opportunity to accelerate Dx far beyond pre-pandemic levels. Dx requires “integrative
CIOs” to play a growing role in the strategic direction of their institutions, and COVID-19 has opened
this door: 73% of respondents to a June 2020 EDUCAUSE QuickPoll reported that their CIOs
have a seat at the pandemic-response table.3 Moreover, the workforce and culture elements
of true Dx have accelerated as part of the “Zoomification” of everything from happy hours
to religious services, setting a new standard as digital-everything becomes the norm.
It is impossible to imagine that the majority of institutions will quietly return to only
contemplating Dx. We must continue the jump-start and accelerate progress well
beyond 2020.

The Intensifying Trend: Wellness

GARY LANDSMAN, © 2019

Long before COVID-19, concern about the unique and growing needs of
students with behavioral or mental health challenges has been growing.
COVID-19 and its financial impacts have added never-before-seen levels
of stress and have elevated the need for even more attention to wellness
initiatives for students. Along with the increased sense of urgency
comes a growing understanding of the ways that technology
innovation can be a force for good in this situation. Vassar
College President Elizabeth Bradley and Psychological
Science Professor Michele Tugade, writing recently
in EDUCAUSE Review, make a compelling case for
technology-based interventions that they believe “could
revolutionize mental health care in higher education.”4
Continued on page 7
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Concurrent with the pandemic stress, significant tensions related to the social outrage and unrest linked to the murder of George Floyd in Minneapolis and racial injustice
toward Black individuals will likely continue on campuses. The Black Lives Matter
movement demands a new understanding of the world we live in and a dismantling of
long-standing structural racism. Yet the pandemic and the racial crises are decidedly
not the same: one is linked to a virus that we can reasonably hope to disarm in a certain
number of months, whereas the other is a vicious consequence of 400 years of discrimination and injustice.
In addition, the pandemic and its economic impacts have disproportionately
impacted specific communities: “Lower-income students were 55 percent more likely to
delay graduation than their higher-income peers. COVID-19 also nearly doubled the gap
between higher- and lower-income students’ expected GPAs.”5 According to the New
York Times, “Latino and African-American residents of the United States have been
three times as likely to become infected as their white neighbors.” Latino and Black
people die from COVID-19 nearly twice as often.6 The Chronicle of Higher Education
reports that the combination of the pandemic and racial injustice has taken a toll on
students of color and other marginalized groups, underscoring the need for a “newfound urgency to support the mental health of students of color.”7 A spring 2020 study
of nearly 20,000 college students found that financial stress and depression rates are
increasing with COVID-19 and that 60% of students “indicate that the pandemic has
made it more difficult to access mental health care.”8
As we look toward a challenging fall, institutional leaders must attend to the wellness
not only of students but also of staff and faculty. Lee Skallerup Bessette’s words written
in the early days of COVID-19 remain pertinent: leaders must “acknowledge and validate
what your colleagues are experiencing.”9

2020
The year 2020 will be a milestone: the year that brought us a global pandemic, a global
recession, and a chance at the progress toward racial justice that has been long overdue
and desperately needed. In the throes of such dramatic changes, people naturally focus
on the immediate challenges at hand, but in higher education, we would do well to ask
ourselves “what’s next?” sooner rather than later. We have a remarkable opportunity to
return to the accelerating and intensifying trends of digital transformation and wellness
with a renewed commitment. I believe it’s a bet worth making. n
Notes
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By Ajay Nair

“We may encounter many defeats, but we must not
be defeated. It may even be necessary to encounter the
defeat, so that we can know who we are.”
— Maya Angelou

F

ailure is a big part of leadership.
Sometimes we fail through our
own ignorance. Sometimes failure is a result of taking on a task
that is just too big for anyone. And
of course, we know that there are
many people who hope we will fail.
I am no stranger to failure, but as Maya Angelou
reminds us, we must not be defeated.
About a year ago, I asked our university community to develop a charge to do what no other higher
education institution has done: to transform into
reality the vision of our campus community as a just,
equitable, diverse, and inclusive center of learning,
where all community members grow, learn, and
contribute to the greater good. As a result of many
community conversations, a President’s Commission on Justice, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion
(JEDI) was developed. We knew the first year of the
project would be messy, but we acknowledged that
we were in this for the long haul despite the inevitable challenges we would face.
Indeed, the power of the Commission members’
work lay deep in the messiness that we often try
to avoid. This was a significant failure for me: the
charge for the Commission did not allow adequate
opportunities for community members to properly
grapple with this messiness.
The lessons I learned from this failure—or as Angelou puts it, defeat—were far-reaching. As a result, I
know better who I am. I know what I need to rise from,
and I know the steps I need to take to go further.
First, campus communities need to provide ways
to facilitate seemingly impossible conversations—
the dialogue that people often shy away from out of
fear they will say the wrong thing, offend someone,
or express vulnerability. One of the great challenges

8
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we face as a society is our reluctance to “call in” as
well as “call out.” While I hope we continue to “call
out” actions or words that are unacceptable, I hope
we will also “call in” actions or words that we find
desirable. Respect is a core value at many higher
education institutions, including Arcadia, and I
hope we can continue to nurture our work together
through our intersectionality and differences.
Second, the JEDI Commission meetings served
as building blocks for a community of practice. We
have learned so much from our JEDI experience.
Too often, we fail to engage in soul-centric reflection and critique—exercises that develop a sense
of cultural humility that can unearth our individual
and collective responsibilities related to racism. As
we at Arcadia think about the next iteration of the
JEDI commission, we need to have a community of
practice at the core of our work. For example, more
student voices are essential, as this initiative is contingent on a community-wide effort.
Third, as a university president with multiple
identities, one of which is Asian American, I am particularly sensitive to the traps that pit marginalized
groups against one another. We must craft solidarities as people of color and stay vigilant about these
traps because they allow people and institutions to
avoid responsibility for addressing racism or the
damage it continues to inflict. And all our community members, including me, must do the personal
work required to disrupt anti-Black racism.
Fourth, this work requires a difficult balance in
order to address the tension between urgent change
and systemic, structural, and sustainable change.
This tension is not always readily apparent to our
stakeholders. We must do our best to advance our
work within the stipulated deadlines while practicing our community values.
Fifth, although our vision of radical change at
Arcadia University is still within reach, we must
consider how this work is informed at the personal,
institutional, and societal levels in order to succeed.
We are developing a framework that will counter
unfairness and inequity by pushing community

NEIL WARBURTON/STOCKSY

What Failure Can Teach
About Leadership

members to take the following steps: examine their
own beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors as a way to
help disrupt injustice; investigate the root causes
of social issues, including an analysis of intersecting injustices involving people, policies, practices,
curricula, organizations, and the institution; facilitate a community of practice so that we can provide
a sense of belonging for all community members;
and support community members, organizations,
and groups that are most vulnerable to injustices.
Ultimately, our goal is to provide freedom and liberation to all our community members.
Finally, we must turn our words into action.
Despite the challenges we have faced, the JEDI Commission has made significant progress in developing
a theory of change to guide our actions, producing
a plan to create a database of current JEDI-related
programs and activities (including relevant research
projects that are in progress as well as courses that
focus on JEDI-related topics), and identifying a
menu of available data that are relevant to the work
of the Commission, along with compiled and coded
focus group data from the past few years. This

progress will help suggest benchmarks and targets
to measure institutional effectiveness.
Ultimately, my leadership failure was an opportunity for me to better understand the kind of
work that will be necessary for us to fully lean into
systemic change at Arcadia. After the deaths of
Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd,
I facilitated a conversation with the Commission
members. We shared our desire to seek positive
transformation in our community, particularly
to improve the experience of students of color at
Arcadia and to address anti-Black racism. Participating in this conversation was awe-inspiring. We
must do this every single day to change the course
of history. This is the space I should have created
from the very beginning.
No matter how difficult and challenging our work
has been, I am proud of how much we have learned
this past year and of where we are headed next. n

Sometimes we
fail through our
own ignorance.
Sometimes failure
is a result of
taking on a task
that is just too big
for anyone. And
of course,
we know that
there are many
people who hope
we will fail.

Ajay Nair is President of Arcadia University.
© 2020 Ajay Nair
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“‘We’re in a fix and no mistake,’ said
Sam Gamgee. He stood despondently
with hunched shoulders beside Frodo,
and peered out with puckered eyes into
the gloom.”1 Sam and Frodo Baggins, two
hobbits from the pastoral Shire, found
themselves alone, ill-equipped, in a hostile
and unfamiliar landscape, knowing that
the best path to completing their quest lay
ahead through that very gloom. The stakes
were high: the very future of Middle Earth.
Sound familiar?
You’ve almost certainly heard or expressed this sentiment
recently, as those working in colleges and universities peer out
into the gloom ahead, trying to find the best path forward yet
knowing that all the territory ahead is new and uncertain and
that they are surrounded by obstacles they’ve never encountered
before. Just like Frodo and Sam, higher education leaders can’t
be certain whether a new situation constitutes an opportunity
(a possible supplier/partner) or a threat (a possible competitor).
Just as for Frodo and Sam, the stakes are extraordinarily high:
the continued existence of individual institutions and the very
future of higher education.
Today’s challenges, unprecedented in scope and number,
demand a new plan. We propose a different approach, a way for
higher education leaders to reframe the work ahead and to judiciously consider how technology can be most helpful. First, leaders should think about their institutional strategic priorities as a
set of Grand Challenges: challenges that are as important as they
are difficult and that pertain specifically to the institution as well
as more broadly to the higher education ecosystem. Next, leaders
should adopt a Grand Strategy, which can provide a cohesive principle and vision to help them consider their resources holistically
and focus on their most consequential priorities. Finally, leaders
should take into account digital transformation (Dx), which can
advance this Grand Strategy by reinventing institutional culture,
modernizing workforce practices, and applying new technologies
to the missions and management of higher education.
12
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Higher Education’s
Grand Challenges
The term Grand Challenges comes to us from
another, more hopeful and expansive time.
Originally it was used to justify and guide
major policy-driven investments in STEM
areas in the 20th century. For example,
in the late 1980s the US Office of Science
and Technology Policy provided funding
for “Grand Challenges in Computing” to
stimulate the development of applications
of high-performance computing in order
to increase the competitive advantage of
the United States against such advanced
nations as Japan.2 The term has been used
in many fields, including energy sciences,
engineering, social work, and global health.
A Grand Challenge describes desired
outcomes to problems that are extremely
difficult (but not impossible) to solve and
that are widespread, if not global, in scope.
A Grand Challenge is meant to inspire policy
makers, funders, the public, and the media
to create and amplify an urgent commitment to achieve and accelerate progress.
A Grand Challenge may be tackled by
er.educause.edu
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individual organizations, but it also has a community component.
Because Grand Challenges are complex, they generally involve
ongoing experimentation and learning. Communities can collectively develop a sense of what is possible and where the risks lie.
This is not the first time the term Grand Challenges has been
applied to higher education. Almost fifteen years ago, at the 2006
EDUCAUSE Annual Conference, EDUCAUSE President Brian
Hawkins described three Grand Challenges: affordability, access,
and accountability. Freeman Hrabowski, president of the University of Maryland, Baltimore County, wrote a follow-up column in
EDUCAUSE Review to share his perspective on how technology
could address access and accountability, and he added another
Grand Challenge to the list: assessment.3
In 2020 we are again applying the concept of Grand Challenges
to four of the most consequential and widespread concerns facing
higher education today: student success, financial health, reputation and relevance, and external competition. Each Grand Challenge encompasses several issues that institutions are struggling
to address (see figure 1). EDUCAUSE staff identified these four
Grand Challenges and related issues after interviewing more than
forty college and university presidents, provosts, chief business
officers, and other institutional leaders in 2019 and 2020.4
Student Success. The challenge of student success pertains
to meeting such key performance indicators as student persistence (remaining at the institution), retention (completing a
course), and completion (attaining a credential). Engagement and
outcomes are two additional student success issues. Engagement
involves helping students build a rich learning and social experience during their academic years so that they get the most out
of their education. Outcomes can be intangible (e.g., expanded
horizons), although students and policy makers are increasingly focused on concrete outcomes such as a good job, a useful
credential, and low debt.

Financial Health. When campus leaders we interviewed spoke of financial health,
they described challenges related to income
and expenses. In the United States, many
institutions have been troubled by decreasing enrollment levels (usually due to demographic drops in the number of college-age
students), which make it very difficult
to budget for and meet ongoing operational costs. Another stressor on income
is an institution’s funding model. Publicly
funded institutions, in particular, have had
to absorb ongoing cuts in funding from state
governments. The average US research
university received about 33 percent of its
funding from the state government in 2012,
down from 53 percent in 1987.5 Endowment income has helped many institutions fund a proportion of their operations,
but the major market crashes triggered by
the COVID-19 pandemic are reducing that
source of income just when enrollments
declines for Fall 2020 are anticipated. Even
before the pandemic, several leaders we
spoke with worried about the disruption
of their operations by natural disasters.
Whether hurricanes or earthquakes—or
pandemics—these events have the potential to close an institution, perhaps for good.
Reputation and Relevance. In the
United States, both the reputation and the
relevance of higher education are being
questioned as student debt rises and

Figure 1. Higher Education’s Grand Challenges

Student Success

Financial Health

• Persistence,
retention,
completion

• Enrollment

• Engagement
• Outcomes

• Costs
• Funding
• Natural disasters

Reputation and
Relevance

External
Competition

• Affordability

• Alternative
credentials

• Political climate
• Teaching
• Academic
programs
• Research
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• Employer-based
learning
• Talent
• Global higher
education

completion rates stagnate. The public and politicians are losing
confidence in the value of a postsecondary education. Institutional leaders we interviewed talked about reputation and relevance when they described their efforts to increase affordability for
students, improve the quality of teaching, introduce more relevant
academic programs, and expand research. Many also were worried
about a political climate that appears to be increasingly hostile to
public-good investments, including higher education.
External Competition. External competition was the fourth
Grand Challenge that leaders discussed. As public cynicism
about the value of higher education has grown apace with
student debt, so has the public’s interest in alternative credentials. Employers are increasingly supplanting or supplementing
the college/university education by providing employer-based
learning—their own training programs that enable them to
develop exactly the kinds of skills they need. Students want to
earn credentials through options that are more flexible than
what institutions are currently providing. US colleges and
universities also find themselves newly challenged to attract
talent. Meanwhile, global higher education has begun to threaten
US postsecondary preeminence. Countries in Asia, Europe,
Australia, and other continents have invested in higher education while US investments have lapsed. For example, government funding for research in the United States is now at 1957
levels (as a percentage of GDP) and ranks 28 out of the 39 OECD
(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development)
nations.6 The COVID-19 pandemic may exacerbate this parochialism and diminish enrollment and employment of non-US
students, scientists, and scholars for many years to come.
Student success, financial health, reputation and relevance,
and external competition—these four Grand Challenges can be
addressed, at least in part, with technology. For example, solutions
to student success often involve technologies that help higher education institutions, advisors, faculty, and students better monitor
performance and then use advice, nudges, and other interventions
to help students complete a course they may be struggling with, find
courses they may be more likely to do well in, map out requirements
for their desired majors to expedite degree completion, and find
resources and build networks to increase students’ engagement.
Institutions are also using technology to improve their financial
health. Analytics and CRM applications can help admissions office
staff to find applicants who will most likely enroll and to develop
models that will better predict enrollment. Technology, paired
with process redesign, can help streamline administrative functions and lower those costs. Online learning and other digital technologies mitigate the impact of a natural disaster or a pandemic
by enabling institutions to continue teaching, research, scholarship, and administrative operations even when constituents are
not able to be on campus.
Colleges and universities are using technology to improve their
reputation and relevance as well. They are developing more online
learning programs to provide lower-cost degrees, to enrich teaching,

Higher education
can’t afford to
simply chip away
at its challenges,
advancing at a
slow pace in which
progress is measured
over decades. Our
Grand Challenges
have become
too urgent.

and to conduct research. Popular, relatively
new academic programs in cybersecurity, robotics, and artificial intelligence are
examples of how technology is leading to
new curricula as well as supporting curriculum delivery.
Finally, technological strategies to
address external competition include providing micro- and even nano-credentials (often
delivered digitally and targeted at developing specific skills) to expand options beyond
a two- or four-year degree and offering telecommuting options to provide a more flexible working environment.
Applying technology to Grand Challenges can help higher education institutions progress toward their goals. But
er.educause.edu
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higher education can’t afford to simply
chip away at its challenges, advancing at a
slow pace in which progress is measured
over decades. Our Grand Challenges have
become too urgent. They affect the entire
higher education sector and thus require
focused and ongoing experimentation
best achieved by the community working
cross-institutionally and collaboratively.
Such cross-institutional work will both
create and enable a widespread commitment to tackling these challenges, a stronger sense of what’s possible, and a shared
appreciation of the risks (whether those
risks come from not taking action or from
taking poorly conceived action).

If a Grand Challenge is a
vision of what needs to
be achieved, a Grand
Strategy is a vision for
how it can be achieved.

Higher Education’s
Grand Strategy
The Grand Challenges in higher education
demand a different approach, one that
is both more comprehensive and more
focused: a Grand Strategy. The concept of
a Grand Strategy has its roots in militarypolitical theory. A Grand Strategy provides
logic to guide leaders who are seeking security in a complex and insecure world. It is
meant to provide clarity of action in unclear
circumstances, and it does so by focusing
competing interests, diverse threats, scattered resources, and constraining policies
on the most consequential outcomes. A
Grand Strategy is a vision to steer the plans
and behaviors that an organization adopts
in order to achieve a desired outcome. If a
Grand Challenge is a vision of what needs
to be achieved, a Grand Strategy is a vision
for how it can be achieved. It can help colleges and universities avoid “the damaging
tendency to do a little everywhere and seek
to stamp out fires wherever they burn.”7
In particular, a Grand Strategy exhibits
the following characteristics:
n
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A Grand Strategy takes an ecosystem
approach. It encourages institutions
to define themselves in relation to
their communities, partners, and competitors and to the state, national, and
international landscape. Institutional
leaders need to consider how their circumstances, culture, and priority will

n

n

n

help their college or university thrive in relation to and within
the larger higher education ecosystem. In addition, they need
to define their role in advancing higher education at large. An
institutional Grand Strategy is more likely to be shaped and
constrained by ecosystem and institutional factors than by the
“blue-sky creativity”8 of institutional visionaries.
A Grand Strategy is long-term. It is anchored in the institutional mission and vision, rather than in a strategic plan from
any particular year.
A Grand Strategy provides a guiding strategic framework. It
helps leaders make sense of complexity and bring resources
and commitments into alignment. Institutions with a Grand
Strategy will have an ecosystem-focused worldview informed
by a range of influences including institutional values, collective experience, and careful, continuous study.
A Grand Strategy directs strategic planning. At heart, it is
about priorities and choices. A Grand Strategy makes priorities explicit and, in doing so, can help leaders act on—rather
than avoid—difficult choices. Simply put, a Grand Strategy
makes it easier to say “this, but not that” or “not now.”

The Grand Strategy an institution chooses will be shaped by its
circumstances, its position in relation to peers and other institutions, and the Grand Challenge it is trying to address. Examples
of Grand Strategies that are general enough to apply to higher
education include stability, expansion, and retrenchment or
classical (be big), adaptive (be fast), visionary (be first), shaping
(be the orchestrator), and renewal (be viable).9 The Grand Challenges will establish the goals, the Grand Strategy will define the
approach, and digital transformation will supply the methods by
which the approach can enable leaders to achieve their goals.
er.educause.edu
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Figure 2. Digital Transformation in Context
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Figure 3. Perceived Major Benefits of Digital Transformation
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EDUCAUSE defines digital transformation as the process of optimizing and transforming the institutional operations, strategic
directions, and value proposition through deep and coordinated
shifts in culture, workforce, and technology.10 Those Dx-driven
culture, workforce, and technology shifts are also the major
changes that institutions need to make today to address the
Grand Challenges in higher education.
Digital transformation is often confused with digitization: the
basic process of changing from analog or physical format (e.g.,
paper records and texts, in-person lectures, physical models,
ID cards), to digital form. Likewise, it is often confused with
the next phase: digitalization, the process of using digital technologies and information to transform individual institutional
operations (e.g., admissions, course registration, research
administration, payroll, procurement). Digital transformation
is dependent on, but profoundly different from, both (see figure
2). Digital transformation occurs when an institution begins to
use digital technologies and affordances to change its business
model and to develop new sources of value. Online learning is
not digital transformation, but using online learning to offer
nano- and micro-credentials to new populations of learners—
thus creating new lines of business and income streams, which
might offset declining enrollments of traditional students—is
an example of digital transformation.
Digital transformation is focused on institutional transformation. Optimization or efficiency can be outcomes of digital
transformation, but its real potential resides in addressing higher
education’s Grand Challenges. In August 2019, EDUCAUSE
disseminated a survey to higher education IT leaders to explore
18
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their current experiences, attitudes, and
practices related to digital transformation at their institutions. Specifically, we
asked about seventeen potential benefits
of digital transformation and whether
those benefits would be minor, moderate, or major. More than three-quarters
of respondents believed that all seventeen
potential benefits produced by digital
transformation would be at least moderate. Figure 3 maps the benefits to the four
Grand Challenges and shows the percentage of survey respondents who believed
that the benefit would be major.11
While only 13 percent of institutions in
our study were already engaging in digital
transformation, they may shed light on
what other institutions will do.12 Today’s
Dx efforts are primarily focused on six
benefits: improving the student experience; decreasing student drop-out rate or
improving retention; improving faculty
teaching and advising; improving student
course-level performance; containing or
reducing costs; and improving the institution’s reputation and standing (see figure
4). Four of those six outcomes pertain to
student success. The other grand challenges are not being neglected, though.
Over half of institutions engaging in digital
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Figure 4. Benefits Driving Current Planning and Investment in Dx
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transformation are also focused on outcomes that can advance
their reputation and relevance (improving the institution’s reputation and standing), increase financial health (containing or
reducing costs), and strengthen their position relative to external
competition (reaching a different or broader segment of students).
Digital transformation has clearly been gaining traction in
higher education. Our Dx survey found that 67 percent of higher
education IT leaders believe that digital transformation is more
important now than it was two years ago and that 75 percent
anticipate that it will be even more important two years from
now. Our research also found that almost one-third (32%) of
institutions are developing a Dx strategy and more than onethird (38%) are exploring it.13

The Pandemic: Higher Education’s
Fifth Grand Challenge
In March 2020, everything changed. The COVID-19 pandemic
damaged endowments, closed campuses, required students and
faculty to teach and learn from home environments that were not
designed for that use, and threatened the existence of many higher
education institutions. Some of the previously mentioned 2020
institutional leadership interviews took place in late March and
April. In those conversations, presidents, provosts, chief business
officers, and other leaders continued to highlight the strategic
importance of enduring themes such as student success, enrollment, and partnerships. But they also raised new challenges:
n

n

Crisis mitigation: “[We need] effective response to events
over which we have little to no control.”
Health and safety: “The COVID-19 epidemic has created a
sea change and caused us to reconsider a lot of assumptions.
We’re worried about the safety of our students and staff.”

n

Digital transformation: “We plan
to reduce or eliminate low-priority
services to create budget capacity for
investments in digital transformation.” “This whole episode has made us
think about the unthinkable. I thought
we were ready, but I think this is going
to happen again in our lifetime. I’m
thinking about worst-case scenarios
and how technology will help us.”

With COVID-19 both comprehensively
and significantly affecting all of higher
education, we have identified it as a fifth
Grand Challenge (see figure 5).

Conclusion
Higher education’s Grand Challenges are
pervasive and likely to remain with us,
even as the pandemic upends everything.
Although the pandemic has certainly
changed life as we know it and has disrupted all industries, its long-term impact
may be characterized less by what it has
destroyed and more by what it has accelerated—namely, trends that were already
underway. The business models of higher
education have become even more precarious, online teaching and learning are
suddenly a core competency for all institutions, and remote working has become a
widely viable workforce option.

We think a Grand Strategy can help
colleges and universities translate
Grand Challenges into comprehensive
yet targeted initiatives. Grand Challenges focus the institution on what
outcomes need to be achieved. A Grand
Strategy focuses the institution on how to
achieve those outcomes. A Grand Strategy can help an institution identify the
trade-offs it is willing to make and align
its constituents in the desired direction. As higher education enters a period
of major financial constraints, institutions could benefit from an approach
that enables them to best utilize severely
limited resources for a shared approach
to achieving identified outcomes.
Digital transformation can fuel the
Grand Strategy. EDUCAUSE has identified a set of “Dx signals” that can supply
an institution with behaviors and actions
to help operationalize its Grand Strategy.14 Whether an institution’s Grand
Strategy is focused on remaining viable or
on creating innovative differentiation or
on scaling up, digital transformation can
help shift its culture, its workforce, and
its technologies in order to address the
five Grand Challenges. Respondents to an
EDUCAUSE QuickPoll conducted in April
2020 reported new openness to digital
transformation at their institutions:
n

Figure 5. COVID-19: Higher Education’s Fifth Grand Challenge

n

n
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n

“Digital transformation is no longer
considered ‘impossible.’”
“There is high interest in all aspects of
digital transformation, using learning
data and analytics for student success
and widespread adoption of technologies to support student success.”
“There is a certain sense of optimism
coupled with positive attitudes about
digital transformation and innovation
for teaching and learning—and many
other things.”
“We are moving forward with digital
transformation at a greater pace and
with much less resistance.”15

Respondents also described the speed at
which digital transformation is beginning
to happen:

This pandemic may
break higher education.
Yet it may also remake it, by
forcing shifts that seemed
unimaginable just a few
months ago.

n

n

“The move to digital has been monumental. We have achieved
more change on these fronts over the last six weeks than we
have over the last two years. It has enabled people to change,
and the outcome is a new path forward.”
“We have made thirty years of telehealth change in thirty
days, allowing better patient access and better [less] physician/faculty burn-out.”16

A May 2020 QuickPoll found that almost half (47%) of respondents’ institutions are focusing on digital transformation as a way
to reduce institutional costs.17
The benefits of digital transformation during the pandemic
exceed simply moving missions and operations online. Digital
transformation entails fundamental shifts in an institution’s
culture and workforce, as well as in the technologies it adopts.
Digital transformation requires a culture that values flexibility and
agility, has shifted from risk aversion to risk management, adjusts
strategy in response to changing circumstances and new opportunities, is adept at change management, and prioritizes crossorganizational alignment and collaboration over siloed goals and
autonomous lines of business. The pandemic has forced these
culture shifts on colleges and universities, making possible new
ways of thinking, working, and leading—ways that until now had
seemed unlikely to ever happen at many higher education institutions. Of the many changes that colleges and universities made
with astonishing speed this spring, it was the culture changes that
were the most astounding and perhaps the most profound.
er.educause.edu
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This pandemic may break higher education. Yet it may also
remake it, by forcing shifts that seemed unimaginable just a few
months ago. The result may be a more flexible, truly collaborative
institution that is open to change and capable of taking strategic
risks, an institution with a digitally fluent and inclusive workforce,
an institution whose business and funding models acknowledge
the continually evolving nature of technology, and an institution that sees the potential of emerging technologies to advance
education, research, and student success. These are all components of, and part of the journey toward, digital transformation.
We must make choices, take risks, and act. Today’s world
demands that we move from deliberation and debate to rapid
and responsible action. But to avoid devolving into mere dithering, our actions must be guided by visions of both the “what”
and the “how.”
We live in difficult times, and we must live up to those times.
As our hobbit Frodo despaired to the wizard Gandalf, “I wish it
need not have happened in my time.” Gandalf replied: “So do I . . .
and so do all who live to see such times. But that is not for them
to decide. All we have to decide is what to do with the time that
is given us.”18 n
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igital transformation (Dx) may sound
like a distraction in
today’s environment,
but it may also be essential. Of the many challenges
already facing higher education,
three have become unavoidable since the
onset of COVID-19.
First, financial pressures are coming from all sides:
reduced state support; uncertain enrollments; refunds
to students; donation and endowment declines. For
example:
n

n

n

n

The University of Michigan anticipates losses
ranging from $400 million to $1 billion through
the end of the calendar year. The Pennsylvania
State System of Higher Education “forecasts
a $52 million loss, even after federal stimulus
money is applied.”1
The American Council on Education (ACE) estimates an enrollment drop of 15 percent, including
a 25 percent decline in international students.
In an April 2020 survey of college and university presidents, 86 percent cited fall or summer
enrollment as their most pressing issue (followed
by long-term financial viability).2
Students’ financial difficulties will affect enrollment. In a recent poll, 52 percent of students
report that a parent has lost a job, been laid off,
or furloughed, and 17 percent are “near the point
of giving up on attending a 4-year institution fulltime in the fall.”3
Nearly half (43 percent) of college and university
advancement professionals did not expect to meet
their institution’s fund-raising goals this fiscal year.4

Higher education institutions typically cope with
financial pressures by bringing in additional revenue
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or cutting costs. Cutting costs has never been popular in higher education, of course, but there may be
no way to avoid it now—both for financial and for
equity reasons. As the Harvard scholar (now president) Lawrence S. Bacow said in 2017: “If we fail to
cut the growth in college costs, we will not only price
many students and their families out of the market
but I think we also risk all of public support for higher
education, and lacking that support we will never
make progress on access.”5
A second unavoidable challenge is the change in the
college experience. Due to COVID-19, faculty, staff,
students, and administrators are spending more time
online and off-site. Students and parents are concerned
about the uneven quality of remote teaching. Interactions go beyond the classroom, of course, ranging
from advising to career services to mental health. The
loss of face-to-face contact is felt strongly by all. As
students return to campus, safety and security will
remain major concerns. However, social distancing,
testing, and contact tracing will likely alter the college
experience even further.
Whether on- or off-campus, reaching faculty,
students, and staff where they are is difficult. They
may be physically distant. They may be busy or
distracted. The essence of “college” is connections—
the personal relationships among faculty, staff and
students. The way we build knowledge is through
making these connections, as well as “connecting the
dots” and collaborating. Colleges and universities are
driven by connections—among people, disciplines,
and communities. Limited proximity challenges
those connections and, therefore, the traditional
college experience.
The third challenge since COVID-19 is ongoing uncertainty. The standard rhythm of higher education has
been interrupted by the pandemic, resulting in the
need for more flexibility than ever before. While most
institutions have relatively fixed schedules from year

to year, the standard schedule is unlikely to work for
the fall 2020 term. Many institutions are creating
leaner schedules and fewer course options to cope with
cost and safety concerns. Some will resume classes
only online. Others will start classes earlier and end
the term before Thanksgiving. Internships are limited
or have gone virtual. Some institutions might close
completely; others might merge. In addition, students’
education plans have changed. Some plan to stop-out;
others are more likely to attend online-only or seek
credentials. Instead of thinking of institutions as
having fixed inputs, outputs, timelines, and traditions,
today’s higher education leaders must be flexible.
Digital transformation can help higher education meet
all three challenges. As used in this article, digital transformation is not defined by the technology alone but,
instead, places more emphasis on the impact of technology on education. Digital transformation can range
from the simple to the systemic. It can manifest with
cutting-edge technologies and radically new models.
Or the transformation may be less dramatic, even lowtech, while still yielding transformative outcomes.
The key to digital transformation may be strategic
thinking. The following questions illustrate how digital
transformation might help higher education meet the
three unavoidable challenges ahead:
n

n

n

Because of mounting financial pressures, we
should ask, “What can we stop doing?”
Because of the change in the college experience,
we should ask, “How can we reach people where
they are?”
Because of the ongoing uncertainty in higher education, we should ask, “What would make us more
resilient?”

It’s time to use digital transformation—a model in
which the digital meets the physical—to address higher
education’s challenges and create new opportunities.

What Can We Stop Doing?
Smart machines today allow us to change the way we
work, complementing human efforts and giving us
time to do other things. There may be no better time
to ask, “What can we stop doing?” As Harvard Business
School Professor Michael Porter has said, “The essence
of strategy is choosing what not to do.”
Saving Time

At Flinders University in Australia, high-achieving
students are sent award letters, three times a year. Doing
so is a lot of work. Twenty-four thousand students must
be evaluated to determine their eligibility—a task involving 45 manual steps. Once those students are screened,
staff must prepare and send recognition letters. Next,
each student’s records must be updated, requiring 17,000
transactions. Flinders’ answer to reducing this workload? Robotic process automation. The university now
uses “Betty the bot” and annually saves more than 1,800
hours of staff time—nearly one FTE.6
Adding More Value

Accounts receivable offices typically handle massive
numbers of invoices with few staff. Robotic process
automation can streamline the process. When a
supplier submits an invoice, the procurement bot
ingests the invoice, digitizes it, and performs checks
(e.g., missing information, purchase order limit). If
there are errors, the bot requests information. When
everything is complete, workflow moves the invoice
through approval and payout.
er.educause.edu
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If the key to digital
transformation is
strategic thinking, we
might ask ourselves:
“What is the best use
of our human capital?”
What if we allow
machines to use their
intelligence so that we
can focus on the unique
ways humans use their
intelligence?

Automation not only can save time and money
but also can reduce risk and improve compliance. In
a KPMG study, for example, procurement contract
compliance improved, on average, from 30 percent
to 78 percent. The results of automation can be more
subtle as well. As routine work is offloaded, staff can
take on more complex or personal tasks. For example, Arizona State University is relocating procurement personnel from the central office to departments
to work directly with faculty and staff. Their role is
to do more than buy things—they add greater value
by expanding supplier relationships and using their
professional expertise to address departmental needs.7
Making Time for People

Time also matters in advancement and alumni relations
offices, both staff time donor/alumni time. Alumni value
shorter forms of communication, not just newsletters
or alumni magazines: indeed, 37 percent say they prefer
receiving information via periodic text messaging.8

Texts can do more than provide information. Fundraising from mobile devices increased 205 percent
in 2019. Of all mobile giving, 49 percent occurs in
response to text links, saving time in multiple ways.
First, there is an almost instantaneous open rate for
texts. In addition, 98 percent of text messages are
read, compared with just 20 percent of emails. Finally,
texts are responded to within 90 seconds; emails are
responded to within 90 minutes.9
In addition, artificial intelligence can save advancement staff time by improving the discovery and
prospect-qualification process and gathering and
synthesizing information from social media, alumni
responses, and campus CRM systems. It can be used
to draft personalized emails to be used in outreach,
mirroring a fundraiser’s writing style. AI chatbots can
start a conversation with donors, glean information,
and produce viable leads. In essence, artificial intelligence frees up people to talk to people.
Being Proactive

What if machines could anticipate when there might
be a problem with campus facilities (e.g., classrooms,
laboratories, dorms, fitness centers)? Early warning signals can indeed predict when there might
be a problem (e.g., with structure, lighting, water,
HVAC, energy, equipment), alerting humans to
actions needed. Anticipating and fixing problems
before they occur—a process called fault detection
and diagnosis (FDD)—can save time and money,
reduce risks, and lead to improved performance.
FDD systems can also yield energy savings, lower
maintenance costs, decrease the number of service
calls, and find hidden waste. An investment in FDD
is repaid in slightly over one year.10
As mechanical performance declines, the cost to
repair goes up, so it makes sense to correct defects as
early as possible. Sensors can detect a potential fault
long before a human can. Because most buildings and
equipment systems are embedded with sensors, a
combination of the internet of things (IoT) and artificial intelligence allows device and appliance “health”
to be monitored. The goal is to use IoT to sense faults
early and diagnose potential causes. This allows AI
tools to predict the degradation time, the cost to fix,
and the impact on human activity (e.g., poor air quality), making it possible for mechanics to prioritize the
repair. A dashboard can be generated to detail what
to fix and how, sorted by priorities such as energy,
comfort, or cost. Once a repair decision is made, the
system can schedule labor, generate the work-orders,
and document completion of the repair.11
er.educause.edu
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Without the physical
proximity of a campus, we
must find different ways to
learn, maintain connections,
and support each other.

Reducing Duplication

Duplicative infrastructure or services can be costly and
cumbersome. Many institutions are gaining efficiencies through sharing, consolidation, or virtualization.
In the California Community Colleges System (with
2.1 million students), each institution operates its own
systems such as student information system (SIS) or
enterprise resource planning (ERP) system. Separate
systems make data sharing difficult, whether for internal use or for federal or state reporting. The California
Community Colleges Cohort for Information Systems
(4CIS), comprising four community college districts
(Coast, Foothill-De Anza, Kern, and Pasadena) is piloting the development of a shared model for a cloudbased ERP to help streamline processes and realize
economies of scale in back-office operations. Benefits from a unified system will include cost savings as
a result of the reduced need to purchase hardware,
support data centers, and hire specialized staff to
manage the ERP. Estimates are that the cloud-based,
standardized model will save at least $1.96 million in
annual IT costs (e.g., from software licensing, hardware, and energy costs). In addition, staff will be able to
concentrate on higher-value activities, such as directly
supporting students and other staff.12
An Opportunity to Think Differently

There are many tools and processes to choose from
when we think about implementing Dx—robotic
process automation, artificial intelligence, and the IoT,
to name a few. However, if the key to digital transformation is strategic thinking, we might ask ourselves:
“What is the best use of our human capital?” What if
we allow machines to use their intelligence so that we
can focus on the unique ways humans use their intelligence? If machines take on more tasks, the freed-up
human time can be devoted to personal connections,
innovation, and higher-value activities. We can implement Dx to automate, anticipate, conserve, and consolidate. Digital transformation can enable smarter
operations, untethering people from the work that
machines can do. Dx also generates data. With this
data, institutions can not only track operations but
also optimize resources and results.

How Can We Reach
People Where They Are?
It’s time to use digital transformation to extend and
enhance the college experience. Even if a campus is
closed, we try to stay in touch using technology to
communicate and to maintain a sense of community.
Whether or not classes and staff meetings continue to
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be offered via Zoom or other
videoconferencing systems, our
recent “remote” existence reinforces
the importance of maintaining the human experience in higher education and of reaching people wherever
they are. Without the physical proximity of a campus, we
must find different ways to learn, maintain connections,
and support each other.
Being There

All professions require interaction with others. Teachers
educate children. Social workers collect case histories from
clients. Nurses care for patients. Hiring managers interview
candidates. Communication, negotiation, and empathy are
among the interpersonal skills we value in our professions.
Practicing in a “safe space”—a place to try, fail, and try
again—can help professionals develop and gain confidence in these interpersonal skills. Mursion specializes in
creating mixed-reality environments in 2D or 3D, having had
its start at the University of Central Florida as TeachLivE.
For example, a teacher interacts with highly realistic and
customizable student avatars. Each student has different
characteristics and personalities (e.g., shy, disruptive). Various scenarios give candidates the opportunity to “try out”
parts of teaching (e.g., regaining control of a difficult situation) by blending face-to-face communication with the
anonymity of online environments. For example, simulations for elementary math and science teachers provide
practice supporting classroom discussion while ensuring
that the content is represented accurately.13
Avatars can appear as coaches as well as characters.
Photographic rendering, voice morphing, auto-talk, and
head-tracking improve the realism of the avatars. Artificial

intelligence, trained on large data sets, indirectly
enables conversations by controlling the avatar’s body
language, facial expressions, and lip synchronization.
Using a “human-in-the-loop” approach, avatars are
controlled by a human “simulation specialist” who
can play multiple characters at one time. The technology blends real-time intent recognition and rendering, artificial intelligence, distributed networking, and
bidirectional audio/video.14
According to one study, teachers who participated
in four 10-minute simulation sessions for targeted
teaching behaviors outperformed their colleagues who
did not. Additional research confirms that the simulation combined with coaching results in large improvements in skills. Finally, 90 percent of teachers agreed
that the avatars represent the types of students they
encounter in their classrooms. Interacting with other
humans via avatars thus provides a unique combination of engagement and anonymity resulting in
increased self-disclosure.15
Simulations are also valuable for soft-skill development (e.g., diversity and inclusiveness training).
The American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education (AACTE) uses simulations for its Leadership Academy for department chairs and deans.
Researchers in the Computer Science Department at
the University of Virginia are exploring simulation as a
way for faculty to better recognize and mitigate gender
bias in lecture settings. And at the University of Texas

Rio Grande Valley, the use of simulations has expanded
from teacher prep to other areas such as medical
students practicing end-of-life conversations.16
Learning in 3D

3D holograms offer another mixed reality opportunity
for enhancing the learning experience. Case Western
Reserve University developed a complete male and
female anatomy suite—HoloAnatomy—to teach human
anatomy using 3D holograms. Students can see parts of
the body (e.g., nerves that are not viewable in a human),
collaborate with experts, and see what others see—in real
time. The transparent visor of the Microsoft HoloLens
headset allows students to see and hear each other as they
interact with a digital anatomy object. Faculty can point
out specific anatomical features, and students can help
their classmates all while “being inside the body.” Organs
can be separated, enlarged, and viewed from multiple
angles. Rather than learning anatomy from a cadaver,
students experience living colors and textures and see
how organs function. The performance of students
taught using HoloAnatomy’s mixed reality program
was comparable to those using traditional methods (e.g.,
dissecting a cadaver). But with HoloAnatomy, 40 percent
less classroom time was needed to cover the required
learning. The system will soon be used by five other
higher education institutions. Beyond human anatomy,
3D holograms are used in fields such as genetics, chemistry, art, dance, engineering, and paleontology. 17
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Making Complexity Manageable

It can be hard to reach students who are distracted.
The intent of much of student-directed communication is to elicit action, such as to register for
classes or apply for financial aid. However, simply
providing information may not be sufficient. People
make decisions with imperfect information, in part
because we have limited cognitive capacity. For
example, students with young children have nearly
90 extra hours of tasks every week, resulting in “time
poverty.”18 We tend to focus on what stands out,
not necessarily what is most important. Behavioral
science, the study of how people make decisions
and either do or do not follow through, can enhance
communication. When combined with texts or
emails, it can provide a “nudge.”
Behavioral approaches go beyond introducing
personalization (e.g., adding a student’s name at the
top of a message) to understanding what actions a
student has taken and suggesting the next step at just
the right time. Behaviorally designed communications
improve outcomes by getting attention, tailoring the
message, and making action easy. Research has shown
than altering just 3 percent of words in a message can
make a difference. 19
Nudging can be helpful with financial aid—which
is a critical stumbling block in many students’ enrollment and retention success. Financial information
is complex and confusing. Text nudges can simplify
and break down complicated tasks into more manageable messages. Proactively sending out action items
around deadlines ensures that the right messages
reach students at the right time. In a randomized
control trial involving 63,000 Arizona State University students, a series of eight emails were sent over
eight weeks to students and their parents, providing
them with reminders and instructions that made it
easy to execute the next step needed for financial aid.
Admissions increased from 29 percent to 50 percent
when both student and parent received the emails.
Had all students received such messages, an estimated
1,124 additional students would have filed the Free
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA), receiving $27 million more in financial aid. The cost of the
program, if scaled across all continuing ASU students,
was estimated to be less than $0.15 for each additional
student who filed before the deadline.20
Borrowing money can be problematic for students
as well. They may lack information about loans (e.g.,
how much is too much or too little, how much their
monthly payments will be) and access to counselors who can help. In a randomized controlled trial at
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It is easy to think
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But higher education
is also about
services, support, and
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isn’t just the physical
environment but also
the digital one.

the Community College of Baltimore County (MD)
students received a series of eight text messages. As a
result of the campaign, students borrowed 9 percent
less in total Stafford loans (from $2,401 to $2,218) and
12 percent less in unsubsidized Stafford loans (from
$1,301 to $1,156). The declines were most significant—10 percent to 27 percent—among students with
the lowest incomes.21
Coping with Stress

Even before the pandemic, students’ mental health was
a concern: in 2019, roughly 9.2 million students experienced a diagnosable mental health issue. In April 2020,
80 percent of students surveyed said that COVID-19
had negatively affected their mental health; they most
commonly cited stress or anxiety, disappointment or
sadness, loneliness or isolation. A COVID messaging
framework (see figure 1) can help institutions reach
students with regular, direct communication that
helps them prepare for the “next normal.”22

Actions required to comply with a new policy, such
as a COVID-19 form, can be texted just-in-time. To alert
students who may have been exposed to the virus, a
text generated by the contact tracing system can direct
a student to schedule time with a contact tracer. The
text can also ask, “How are you feeling?” Depending on the response, the student might be directed to
the health center for testing or a professional might
intervene. AI-powered automated responses, interwoven with personal interactions, can individualize
messages, encourage two-way communication, and
direct students to resources, as well as show empathy
and understanding for the stress they are experiencing.

right now. For a student who needs to learn how to
be a more effective teacher, perhaps the answer is a
human-in-the-loop simulation. Could we transform
higher education if the “experience” was predicated
on a need and not only a place?

What Would Make Us More Resilient?
Many campuses closed in March 2020 due to COVID19. Some may reopen in the fall of 2020; others may
not. Whether for three months or six months or a
year, we are all having different experiences now, in
changed environments—videoconferencing, working
from home, maintaining our distance. Those experiences are reshaping our expectations. Whether it is
changing expectations or a changing environment,
can our institutions become more resilient and ready
for what comes next?
Resilience is the ability to sense and respond to
change. It can be a personal attribute or an institutional one. Resilience can mean identifying and mitigating risks before a potential crisis. It also can mean
being able to bounce back quickly after a crisis. Now
is the time to use Dx to build long-term resilience for
higher education.23

An Opportunity to Think Differently

It is easy to think of the college or university as a place.
But higher education is also about services, support,
and connections. Today, the backbone of the college
experience isn’t just the physical environment but
also the digital one. Using data, might institutions
sense and respond to students’ needs with more
tailored experiences? Institutional leaders know a
lot about students thanks to data. A college or university can “reach people where they are”—not just in a
classroom but at the point of need. What does an anatomy student need? One answer might be a cadaver
lab. Another might be a holographic 3D experience
that integrates the digital and the physical. What does
a student who is at risk of losing financial aid need?
Perhaps a text-based nudge that is individualized to
precisely the action that the student needs to take,

Skills as a Source of Resilience

COVID-19 is creating a new economic landscape in
which skills will be an important source of resilience.
People who have lost jobs may need to reskill for new
roles. New technologies and new ways of working will
require others to upskill. College/university graduates

Figure 1. COVID Communication Framework
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Offer students
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Source: Rachel Hicks, “COVID Communications Toolkit: Planning for Fall,” Signal Vine, June 18, 2020. Reprinted with permission.
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are not exempt; they may need to retool quickly to
adapt to a rapidly shifting economy.
For example, a graduate may need digital skills for
career advancement. Rather than pursuing another
degree in computer science, the graduate may simply
require a credential in Python. Or someone with an
accounting degree may be finding more opportunities
in cybersecurity. Rather than starting over again, the
graduate could bundle the degree in accounting with
a global information assurance certificate (GAIC)
to qualify for a cybersecurity position. Students,
workers, and educators want to know which fields
are growing or stagnating, the quickest path to various careers, and earnings over time. Understanding
the skills needed for a career, not just the degree or
coursework, may provide resilience.
Having a common skill language is a prerequisite to matching skills-sought to skills-taught.
Using machine learning, extraction, and cluster
analysis, the labor market analytics firm Emsi has
created a skill-tagging system can translate job postings, resumes, or syllabi into a frequently updated,
common skills library. With over 30,000 defined
skills, the library provides much greater granularity
than the 974 occupational codes historically used to
describe the US workforce.
Individuals can gain additional resilience by
understanding what skill(s) might position them
for a promotion and how their existing skills qualify
them for different career paths. The skills developed
by English majors, for example, might make them
85 percent qualified for a role in digital marketing—
an area of job growth that rivals the growth in some
areas of information technology. Credentials in search
engine optimization (SEO) and cloud computing skills might allow an individual to qualify
for marketing or advertising roles that require
a combination of writing ability and technical
savvy. Tools can help individuals inventory their
current skills, match their existing skills to job
postings, and identify skills that prepare them for
what’s next.
Personal Resilience

Resiliency is needed in many types of situations. Resiliency can help someone overcome personal barriers
to success (e.g., family, finances) or community barriers to success (e.g., natural disasters, racial discord).
Resiliency is critically important in some professions,
such as health care.
In 2013, in the aftermath of major US disasters
such as Hurricane Sandy and the Boston Marathon
34
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bombings, seven community colleges, in partnerships with Achieving the Dream, formed the Northeast
Resiliency Consortium (NRC) to create materials that
would help students develop resiliency. The intent was
not just to prepare for disasters but to assist individuals in addressing the continual need to reinvent themselves. The colleges developed a resiliency competency
model and integrated those competencies into the
curriculum along with adaptive learning tools.24
The NRC resiliency competency model defines the
knowledge, skills, and resources that help students to
persist during times of crisis as well as to thrive at work
and in their personal lives. In the Dot Resiliency Series,
ten lessons—involving animations, simulations, and
adaptive and game-based learning—build the learner’s resiliency. Using a conversational approach, the
learner teaches an AI character, “Dot,” about human
resiliency. As the learner progresses through a lesson,
he or she will be guided down relevant pathways
with games, puzzles, and challenges and then will be
given differentiated feedback and individual support.
Students reflect on their own experiences; “Dot” helps
them practice new skills.
Today, resilience is integrated into many campus
orientation sessions as well as courses in the belief
that wellness is an important life skill that students can
carry into their careers. Topics may include resilience
training, optimistic vocabulary training, and stress
management. The University of Pennsylvania Law
School goes beyond personal health to focus on wellness through the lens of professional responsibility. Its
required, upper-level course emphasizes lawyers’ ethical responsibility to take care of themselves in order to
take care of their clients.25
Operational Resilience

Institutions also need resilience. Digital transformation allows institutions to adapt operations in times
of discontinuity. For example, when students at Case
Western Reserve University had to leave campus in
mid-March due to COVID-19, HoloLens mixed reality devices loaded with the digital anatomy curriculum were sent to about 200 medical school students
so that they could continue to learn from home. And
since avatars aren’t contagious, AACTE and Mursion
collaborated in May 2020 to provide teacher candidates with an opportunity to complete clinical field
experiences remotely without compromising anyone’s
health and safety.26
Fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) has preserved
continuity and optimized operations even during
COVID-19. While the University of Iowa has been

in stay-at-home mode, there have been few building
occupants to call in a problem and no staff to investigate and respond. The buildings have the system intelligence (i.e., FDD) to discover failures or faults on their
own, without the need to send employees to check
spaces. And as buildings are reoccupied, the ventilation and filtration provided by heating and air conditioning systems will take on new importance because
of the airborne transmission of the virus. FDD will
allow the review of ventilation and fresh-air volumes,
ensuring that underventilated spaces (which might
have a higher concentration of virus particles) are
quickly identified and corrected.27
Financial Resilience

Resilience may never have been more important for
higher education finances than now. Financial pressures are accelerating interest in alternative revenue
sources. With the anticipated decline in traditional
as well as international students, revenue generated
by credentialing programs is increasingly attractive
as a supplement to tuition dollars. Creating a credentialing program does not necessarily require starting
from scratch, however. Institutions can repackage the
knowledge and skills in existing degree programs. Skills
can be identified within a course and then “unbundled”
or broken into components. Those components can be
reassembled to create micro-credentials both as alternatives and as supplements to a degree. For example,
business intelligence tools like Tableau may already be
taught in the business or IT departments while principles of design are covered in a media arts program.
These skills can be rebundled into a data visualization
credential that could help a working business analyst
upskill or pivot to a new role. Gaining experience with
micro-credentials might be both a current and a future
institutional resiliency strategy: a 2018 US survey of
human resource professionals indicated that within
five years, micro-credentials and digital badges may be
potential challengers to degrees in the hiring process.28
One potential market for micro-credentials are
employers who have increasingly invested in “education as a benefit.” The corporate tuition reimbursement market is estimated at $20 billion. And 37 million
Americans have some college credit but no degree,
representing a larger market than the traditional 18to 22-year-old population.29
Interconnectedness

Students and workers, as well as educators and
employers, are connected through education, skills,
and employment. A poor connection between any of
er.educause.edu
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these segments can cause the entire system to slow or
stutter. “Big data” approaches, combining real-time
labor market information (e.g., millions of unique
job postings and professional profiles) with analytical methods, can extract the skills that employers are
looking for and can reveal how skills-needed compare
with skills-available in the regional workforce. Supplyand-demand data, along with active engagement with
employers, allows educational providers to design and
refine program offerings, curriculum, and credentials
that are tightly coupled with labor market demands.30
The Business Higher Education Forum (BHEF)
is leading a collaboration among regional employers, higher education institutions, and workforce/
economic development agencies. The goal is to close
skill gaps in digital technologies (e.g., data analytics,
cybersecurity, cloud computing, networking, artificial intelligence, machine learning) through the
following actions:
n

n

n

Employers will develop customized upskilling
agendas by mapping career pathways and identifying relevant programs.
Colleges and universities will align skills-sought
to skills-taught by automated competency mapping and will develop micro-credentials to meet
the needs of employers and learners.
Blockchain will be used for crede ntial
management.

The intended outcome is to develop new talent,
upskill current employees, and ensure that women
and underrepresented minorities are engaged in all
talent strategies.31 The ultimate goal is resiliency—
for individuals, educators, and employers—that will
lead to economic vitality.
An Opportunity to Think Differently

Beyond focusing on “getting back to normal,” perhaps
we should also be finding ways to become more resilient.
Much of the COVID-19 experience has been about taking
an analog experience and making it digital (e.g., remote
learning). The shift had to happen quickly—there was no
time to think about transformation. Do we now have an
opportunity to think differently about the shifts ahead?
Part of the value of the college experience is the
“coming of age” process. Can we reimagine how to
achieve that growth in less time and/or with a different use of space? For example, what if students came
to campus in three-month increments instead of for
nine months? Can a “gap year” become a valuable part
of the college experience? Another critical aspect of
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higher education is preparing for a job after graduation.
Should students cycle more often between courses and
internships? Should we proactively integrate skillsbased learning with disciplinary programs? A third part
of the college experience is “enlightenment,” when
students learn much more about the world and themselves. Can that be digitally transformed?
In a world that was already changing rapidly
before COVID-19, perhaps we could all benefit from
resiliency—not just to reduce personal stress but also
to help us think differently.
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It’s Time
Digital transformation comes in many forms—only a
few of which are described here. It’s time to use digital
transformation and strategic thinking to address the
three unavoidable challenges ahead: financial pressure, challenges to the college experience, and ongoing
uncertainty. Asking the right questions, not just using
the right technologies, will lead us to the best answers.
Choosing what not to do doesn’t mean that the work
goes undone. Technology is altering the day-to-day mix
of activities. Some activities can be done just as effectively, if not better, by machines, freeing people’s time
for other things. Machines use their own intelligence,
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not ours. Humans are necessary to leverage the full
potential of these technologies.
Physical proximity is not the only way we can be
together. Because higher education is about connections, thinking about how we reach people wherever
they are is more important than ever. This involves
more than providing information and more than
offering remote learning. That “reach” must be made
effective and engaging—academically, socially, and
emotionally. Doing so is about moving people from
where they are to where they need to go next. It is about
being sure people see their potential and reach it.
Resilience, the process by which we sense and respond
to change, will help sustain higher education. While many
things have changed, the mission of higher education
remains the same. Our processes might shift to shorter
degree times or to credential programs or to closer linkages with industry. The adaptations won’t be arbitrary,
they will be based on data, experiences, and needs.
We may think that we don’t have time for digital
transformation right now. But if we make time for it,
time may be what we get in return.
The last few months have taught everyone in higher
education a lot about our digital capability, our agility,
and our needs. Now is the time to capitalize on what
we’ve learned to make higher education stronger. It’s
time for digital transformation. n
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In March 2016,
AlphaGo—a computer algorithm developed by Google’s
DeepMind—defeated Lee
Sedol, one of the world’s top
Go players, 4 games to 1. The
result was a worldwide sensation: twenty years after World
Chess Champion Garry Kasparov was defeated by IBM’s
parallel-processing computer
Deep Blue and five years after
IBM’s Watson easily beat the
two best Jeopardy champions,
artificial intelligence had once
again seemingly surpassed
human intelligence.
At the time of Kasparov’s
defeat, many observers
(myself included) wondered if
a computer would ever defeat
a human at Go.1 Chess is a
complex game, of course, but at
its heart, it is a game of logic and
calculation. Given a particular
board configuration, a player
need only calculate all the possible combinations of moves and
decide the best path among
those choices. Computers are
particularly good at brute-force
calculation of this type, and
thus it seemed inevitable that
as computational power grew
exponentially, someone would
eventually create a device that
could calculate more combinations faster than a human might.
Go, however, is not a game
that is easily given over to
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brute-force calculation, and that
is why so many of us thought it
unlikely that a computer would
defeat a human. Go, invented in
China more than 2,5000 years
ago, is a deceptively simple
game: on a board with a grid of
black lines (usually 19x19), two
players alternately place black
and white stones on the intersections. Chains of like stones
encircle territory, surrounded
stones may be captured and
removed from the board, and
the player who encircles more
territory is the winner. From
these relatively simple rules,
however, emerges a game of
great beauty and complexity.
Players do not calculate moves
as much as they intuit patterns
in the stones. Determining all
possible moves would mean
calculating as many variations as there are stars in the
galaxy. Thus, human intuition
and pattern recognition would
always defeat computer calculation—or so went the conventional wisdom at the time.
Additionally troubling was
how emphatic the victory was:
4 out of 5 games. In one game,
AlphaGo made a particularly
intriguing move. Observers were stunned by the ploy.
The current European Go
champion noted: “I’ve never
seen a human play this move.

So beautiful.”2 That an algorithm had defeated the best
human player was surprising
enough, but the fact that it
was also capable of generating
something no human had ever
devised was stunning.
AlphaGo was programmed
using machine learning techniques. Unlike Deep Blue,
AlphaGo was programmed to
learn via experience. It played
thousands and thousands
of games, each time being
programmed to “learn” from
the experience of playing. It
has been said that to master any
domain, one must practice for
10,000 hours.3 With machine
learning algorithms, however,
computers are developing the
ability to become masters.

A World Without Work
What some find unsettling
about AlphaGo’s victory is
that it portends yet another
instance of an intellectual skill
that, previously considered
unique to humans, is now being
superseded by computer intelligence. Many people today are
thus imagining and considering the implications of a “world
without work” as algorithms
perform cognitive tasks previously handled only by humans.4
Meanwhile, a commonly stated
purpose of higher education is to
prepare young people for work,
to fill positions in our complex
global economy. But if predictions of a world without work
come to pass, the link between
higher education and job preparation will be torn apart.
As a result, higher education will become unnecessary
for many. A small number of
institutions of higher learning
might remain, as places where
students go to engage their

In a world where so many
skills have been automated
by artificial intelligence, how
can skills training remain
the raison d’être of higher
education?

minds, but many colleges and
universities will be shuttered if a
central core of their mission has
been eliminated. Higher education would return to its pre–
Morrill Act status as a leisure
activity for the few. Those seeking higher learning will do so
without a specific goal—and
certainly not with the need for
employment at the end. In this
scenario, higher education will
exist only for those interested
and curious enough to attain
it. Others will seek out free,
informal, nondegree learning
sources such as TED talks and
other online resources or visits
to public libraries.
A 2019 survey by Northeastern University and Gallup
suggests that a large number
of people in the United States,
the United Kingdom, and
Canada do not believe that
higher education, as currently
designed, can adequately
provide the skills training
necessary for the new AI economy: “This lack of confidence in
any one institution to plan for
AI adoption provides a clear
opportunity for higher education to take the lead in . . . developing new and more innovative
ways to deliver skills training
and education.”5 But in a world
where so many skills have been
automated by artificial intelligence, how can skills training remain the raison d’être of
higher education?
The “computers become
more intelligent than humans”
scenario is just one possible
future. Indeed, this scenario
will come to pass only if predictions about increasing computing speed are borne out. Many
predictions for super-smart
computers are based on extrapolating Moore’s Law into the
er.educause.edu
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future. But if such continued exponential expansion is
not physically possible, then
computers, algorithms, and
other digital devices might
run up against limits on their
processing speed and, thus, their
intelligence. We still know so
little about how our brains work
and the basis of our own cognition and consciousness that we
cannot yet hope to replicate that
feat in our AI electronic brains.
Algorithms will reach a “peak
intelligence” beyond which they
will not be able to surpass.
The implication here is
that artificial intelligence will
not reach a stage where it will
supplant human intelligence
in all areas. Artificial intelligence will be able to perform
many cognitive tasks, even
those that may replace some
human labor (especially any
cognitive tasks that are easily
repeatable), but many intellectual abilities will remain exclusively “human.” Our capacity
for wonder, for example, or our
need for play or our empathy for
others will define human intelligence in what Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee call the
“Second Machine Age.”6
In such a scenario, the
purpose of higher education
is to cultivate uniquely human
attributes in students, not
train them for (automatable)
skills. Should artificial intelligence advance to the point
that many human skills are
rendered unnecessary, higher
education can shift its focus to
the cultivation of those attributes that cannot be mimicked
by machines. Students would
no longer arrive on campus to
study accounting, engineering, or information technology,
since these professions will have
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been taken over by algorithms.
Instead, students would arrive
on campus to develop curiosity, creativity, imagination, play,
wonder, and meaning-making:
attributes that no algorithm
has yet mastered. The author
Daniel Pink has observed that
such right-brain attributes
would triumph in the Second
Machine Age.7
In his 2017 book Robot-Proof,
Northeastern University President Joseph Aoun wrote:
Other animals apply intelligence to solving problems.
. . . But only human beings
are able to create imaginary
stories, invent works of art,
and even construct carefully reasoned theories
explaining perceived reality.
. . . Creativity combined with
mental flexibility has made
us unique—and the most
successful species on the
planet. They will continue to
be how we distinguish ourselves as individual actors in
the economy. Whatever the
field or profession, the most
important work that human
beings perform will be its
creative work. That is why
our education should teach
us how to do it well.8
As the Second Machine Age
arrives, higher education might
do well to shift its curricular
mission to focus on the cultivation of right-brain attributes.

Cultivating an Interface
Another very plausible scenario
is that instead of competing
against each other, humans and
machines will work together to
reach a cognition level that each
entity alone cannot achieve. In
2005 Team ZackS, consisting

Should artificial
intelligence
advance to the
point that many
human skills
are rendered
unnecessary,
higher education
can shift its
focus to the
cultivation of
those attributes
that cannot be
mimicked by
machines.

best computers in the world.
Less than a decade after Kasparov’s defeat by Deep Blue,
humans and computers were
working together to obtain
results that neither could
achieve alone.10
In a world where artificial
intelligence carries out many
cognitive tasks with greater
efficiency than humans, human
intelligence will also be necessary to complete many cognitive
tasks. In other words, humans
and algorithms working together
prove more effective than either
algorithms or humans alone.11
Wired magazine’s transportation writer, Alex Davies, thus
asks: “As increasingly intelligent machines come to life,
how should they interact with
humanity?”12
To prepare for such a future,
we need to imagine a new kind
of higher education institution, one where humans and
artificial intelligences learn to
think together. The mission of

“Interface University” would
be the cultivation of the interface, or relationship, between
human and artificial intelligences. Interface University
would be based on the idea that
machines cannot fully supplant
human cognition and that
thinking with machines allows
students to engage in a level of
cognition not possible with the
brain alone. Thus, at Interface
University, students would
learn how to think together
with computers.
This means more than simply
giving students iPads during
their first year. As noted above,
the curriculum would be based
on enhancing the quality of the
interface between the computer
and the individual brain.
Students are ready to graduate
when they have demonstrated
this unified condition, this “state
of interface.” The pedagogical
and epistemological philosophy
of Interface University is that
the highest goal of education is

to achieve the kind of symbiosis
between human and computer
intelligences as exists between
a horse and a rider.
Because so many cognitive skills—especially leftbrain skills—can be carried
out by artificial intelligence,
students at Interface University
would learn to develop rightbrain attributes that cannot
be mimicked by machines.
Students would cultivate curiosity, creativity, imagination,
play, meaning-making, and
wonder—attributes no algorithm has mastered. Yet the
computer would not be treated
as a mere tool or even a junior
partner at Interface University. It is seen instead as a “third
hemisphere” of the brain, and
higher learning would require
developing a metaphorical corpus callosum with this
third digital hemisphere.13 The
computer is a partner in creativity, in thinking, in cognition.
When the state of interface

of two amateur chess players
(Steven Cramton and Zackary
Stephen) and three computers, won the PAL/CSS Freestyle Chess Tournament 9
The tournament was based
on freestyle chess, developed
by Kasparov shortly after he
lost to Deep Blue. Human
players are permitted to use
computers in teams that Kasparov described as “centaurs.”
Cramton and Stephen were
both rated as average players,
and the computer program
they were using was an off-theshelf brand. Yet this “average”
human/machine centaur beat
some of the best humans and
er.educause.edu
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In the same way
that we today
converse with Siri or
Alexa, students at
Interface University
would be constantly
speaking with their
third hemisphere,
as they think,
solve problems,
make, research,
and create together.

has been achieved, the artificial intellect serves as a muse,
a source of inspiration, for the
human student.
Learning would become a
noisy affair, with humans and
artificial intelligence engaged
in continual conversations.
In the same way that we today
converse with Siri or Alexa,
students at Interface University would be constantly speaking with their third hemisphere,
as they think, solve problems,
make, research, and create
together. Education thus
involves learning how to engage
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in a conversation with artificial
intelligence. Some artificial
intelligence would be tethered
to a robotic “body,” providing
a physical presence of artificial intelligence at Interface
University. Another part of the
educational mission would be
teaching students how to navigate and mediate this social
interaction between artificially embodied intelligence
and human intelligence.
Students would major in
individual disciplines, and
faculty would engage in research
in those disciplines—which

architectural forms both from
the manipulation of material
objects and from suggested
algorithms, with the architecture student “mentoring”
the algorithm. Students in
the digital humanities would
use text-mining algorithms
to “read” volumes of texts as
a way to discern and interpret
patterns that would have gone
unobserved without the algorithms. Thus, students would
achieve a degree in a subject/
discipline, but their understanding would be enhanced by
these augmented thinking skills.
Student assessment would
be based on projects. Indeed,
the acquisition of knowledge/
information would not even
be tested at Interface University. Because so much information is accessible via networked
knowledge bases, the idea of
standardized tests of knowledge would make little sense.
Interface University would
educate students to develop

their own questions and to
construct the cognitive tools
they can use to answer those
questions. “Know-how” would
be valued more than “knowwhat.” In each class, with every
encounter within the disciplines, students would be evaluated on the insights gained
from the AI/human interface.
Students would also learn
the history, philosophy, and
ethics of interface as part of
their education. They would
examine the basis of human
cognition, with “thinking about
thinking” as a central feature
of this education. A consideration of the nature of cognition (human and machine,
human+machine) would
form an important part of the
general education curriculum.
Students would learn that
even though algorithms can
sift through data and uncover
patterns, humans interpret and
make sense of those patterns.
Interface University would

would be similar to those at
today’s colleges and universities. But at the same time, the
kinds of questions addressed
and the nature of the research
conducted in those disciplines would be different from
the questions and research of
today. Competency in each
discipline would be demonstrated by the results generated
via human/algorithm cooperation. The form and appearance of artificial intelligence
would differ from department
to department. For example,
students would develop new
er.educause.edu
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redefine and reconfigure what
we mean by human cognition.
This education would also
involve understanding the limitations of artificial intelligence.
Students would learn about
human decision-making and
about when it is appropriate
and ethical for humans alone
to make decisions. Students
at Interface University would
know when the artificial intelligence is “wrong.” In turn, as
part of the university’s curricular mission, both students and
faculty would guide artificial
intelligence in the ethics and
morality of decision-making.14

Better Together
Philosophers have identified
the current times as the age of
the “post-human.” As Mark C.
Taylor, professor of religion
at Columbia University, once
described himself: “I am
plugged into other objects
and subjects in such a way
that I become myself in and
through them, even as they
become themselves in and
through me.”15 Meanwhile the
technology/feminist scholar
Donna Haraway wrote in 1985:
“We are all chimeras, theorized
and fabricated hybrids of
machine and organism; in short,
we are cyborgs.”16 The mission
of Interface University would
be to educate post-humans.
Education has always
involved, to some degree,
learning how to develop an
interface with our cognitive
prostheses, specifically with
books. Interface University
would be based on a similar
intimacy with cognitive
te c h n o l o g i e s . S u c h a n
interface assures students
that they cannot be replaced by
computers and other machines
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The more likely future is
one in which humans and
artificial intelligence work
in tandem to engage in
cognition, in a division of
labor between what artificial
intelligence does better and
what humans do better.
and that they are in fact better
together with these machines.
The computer scientist
Edward Ashford Lee maintains
that we are today witnessing
“the emergence of symbiotic
coevolution” between humans
and artificial intelligence,
“where the complementarity
between humans and machines
dominates over their competition.” When we consider symbiotic species in nature, we do not
assume that one dominates the
other or that one will kill off the
other. Lee believes a similar
sort of cognitive cooperation is
forming between humans and
machines: “Stronger connections and interdependencies
between man and machine
could create a more robust
ecosystem.” He continues: “To
understand that complementarity” between human and
artificial intelligence, “we have
to understand the fundamental strengths and limitations
of both partners. Software is
restricted to a formal, discrete,
and algorithmic world. Humans
connect to that world through
the notion of semantics, where
we assign meaning to bits.”17

Conclusion
It is indeed possible that artificial intelligence will advance to
such a degree that it achieves
“general intelligence.” Should
that day arrive, it is likely that
artificial intelligence will have
taken over most jobs.18 In such a
scenario, the nature and purpose
of higher education will have
irrevocably changed: higher
education will have reverted to
its pre-Morrill condition as a
luxury, perhaps even a luxury for
the many. But in such a scenario,
college for human capital
development—the guiding
logic of higher education since
the 1980s—would no longer be
the rationale.
This is the less plausible
scenario, however. Instead, artificial intelligence most probably
will have reached the stage of
development where it is replacing many human tasks, even
complex cognitive tasks—but
not every human task. The more
likely future is one in which
humans and artificial intelligence work in tandem to engage
in cognition, in a division of labor
between what artificial intelligence does better and what

humans do better. Learning to
cooperate, learning to think
together, will become the raison
d’être of higher education. n
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of any higher education institution’s strategic planning activities, providing both evidence of success and justification for new
initiatives. In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, colleges and
universities are leaning heavily on new tools and remote methods
for collecting various datapoints about their stakeholders. This
wealth of data is a double-edged sword: on the one side are the data
applications that improve the student experience; on the other
side is the potential for unethical, ill-advised, or even unlawful
use of personally identifiable information (PII).
In a 2020 EDUCAUSE study (published before the COVID19 outbreak), higher education leaders identified Privacy as their
second most-critical IT issue, with related concerns around Information Security Strategy and Digital Integrations coming in at #1 and
#4, respectively.1 As higher education moved to fully remote delivery with the onset of the pandemic, and as delivery for the fall 2020
semester is projected to be fully or partially remote for many institutions, the critical importance of maintaining strong data privacy
and governance policies and protocols has only increased. Even
when in-person instruction and activities resume, online delivery
and the associated new tools and data sets will remain important.

Post-Pandemic Privacy Legislation
To create formal privacy guidelines for educational institutions,
the US federal government passed the Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act (FERPA) in 1974. But in today’s climate, most
experts agree that it is outdated and must be revamped to align
with a constantly evolving industry.
Since 2013, forty-one states have enacted more than 120 supplemental laws.2 But even these legislative advancements struggle to
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keep pace with the current rate of technological innovation, driven
by rising adoption rates of artificial intelligence and data analytics
tools that often render potentially successful information privacy
strategies null and void before they can ever be executed.
In the wake of the European Union’s rollout of the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in 2018, speculation emerged
over whether the United States would implement similar guidelines. Then, in March 2020, new legislation titled the “Consumer
Data Privacy and Security Act of 2020” was introduced by the US
Senate. Similar to the GDPR and to the California Consumer Privacy
Act (CCPA), this legislation calls for establishing the role of a privacy
officer, requires comprehensive data security programs, mandates notice and consent,
and includes financial penalties for noncompliance. If passed, it would be administered
by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and
would also preempt state law.
Beyond a federal privacy law, colleges
and universities may also be required to
comply with other statutes post-pandemic.
Special Publication (SP) 800-171, issued
by the US National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST), offers security
controls for research agencies to protect
“Controlled Unclassified Information
(CUI) in nonfederal systems and organizations.”3 While this currently applies only
to US Department of Defense contracts, the
US Department of Education has strongly
encouraged institutions to follow the
publication’s guidelines in their handling
of student information, leading many
experts to predict that the rule will soon
be expanded to include non-research data.
In a post-pandemic higher education
environment, sustainability will depend
on leaders’ ability to stay abreast of—
and respond appropriately to—the latest
changes to state and federal legislation on
data security. For example, according to
interpretations of the recent guidelines
around COVID-19 communications released by the US Department of Education, written permission from students or guardians
must be obtained before institutions are legally able to share PII.
At the same time, during an emergency, FERPA allows institutions
to disclose relevant information about individual students (without prior written consent) to “appropriate parties” (i.e., health
departments but not the news media) to protect the health and
safety of the community.4 Colleges and universities should strive
to maintain student anonymity whenever possible, highlighting
only the information necessary to inform students, staff, faculty,
and other stakeholders of an imminent threat to public safety.

Shadow
IT, smart
campuses,
the internet
of things,
and further
proliferation
of third-party
systems
pose new
questions
at the
intersection
of privacy,
civil liberties,
ethics,
ownership,
and
autonomy.

Looking forward, leaders should also
consider how best to translate these and
future updates to their institutional policies
and how best to communicate these amendments to current and future students.

Ed Tech and Big Tech
Over the last decade, the trend toward
technology-enabled “smart” campuses
has brought with it heightened scrutiny
around the appropriate use of student
data. Myriad technologies, including
students’ smart phones, can be used to
track everything—from their class attendance and academic performance to their
mental and physical health.5
The increasingly common partnerships between higher education and thirdparty vendors and big technology brands
(e.g., Amazon, Facebook, Google) further
complicate the matter. The involvement
of these companies exposes institutions
to public scrutiny, fueled by several recent,
high-profile violations as well as ambiguity in terms of who is responsible for what
might happen to harvested data.6
Shadow IT, smart campuses, the internet of things, and further proliferation of
third-party systems pose new questions at
the intersection of privacy, civil liberties,
ethics, ownership, and autonomy. Take,
for example, the public outcry over Facebook’s sale of data to Cambridge Analytica,
a political consulting firm that allegedly
used the information to target US voters in
the 2016 presidential election.7 The blowback from this scandal has caused leaders in nearly every industry to pause and
consider the ethical implications of data
collection and its potential uses.
Virtual privacy concerns are not new
in higher education, of course. Over the
past decade, as most institutions have
shifted their delivery models to enable
at least some forms of remote learning,
corresponding privacy challenges have
been uncovered. Yet due to the COVID-19
pandemic, most institutions have had to
quickly shift to a completely remote delivery model, which has exacerbated these
issues, leaving technology and privacy leaders without the time, support, or resources
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to complete their due diligence with respect
to third-party vendors. In addition, the US
government is considering using technology platforms (e.g., Google, Facebook,
mobile devices) to track the health status
of its citizens during the pandemic, and
continued remote learning is necessitating an increased use of online vendors (e.g.,
Zoom, online proctoring companies)—
nuances that have the potential to expose
colleges and universities to intense public
scrutiny about how the data collected from
virtual interactions will be used.8
Leaders in higher education should be
mindful of how these types of third-party
platforms are leveraged and should take
the initiative to educate students, faculty,
and staff on what is being collected and
how it may be utilized.
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Although there is an abundance of ethically neutral or potentially positive uses
of students’ personal information, there
are at least as many questionable, or “gray,”
areas not covered by current legislation. In
these instances, higher education leaders
are forced to make difficult decisions.
In an article in the Berkeley Technology
Law Journal, Christine L. Borgman, an information studies professor at the University of
California Los Angeles (UCLA), described
“gray data” as the data that is collected by
colleges and universities about members
of their community as part of their daily
operations but that falls outside the realm
of research. Some data may still be formally
regulated or governed, but the challenge is
that it often is not.9
For instance, consider the myriad data
collection points encountered by college
or university students on an average day.
Getting home late from a night out, a student
may use a campus ID card to enter her dorm.
The next morning, feeling pangs of hunger,
she uses her dining-plan card to pay for
breakfast at the cafeteria. Later, she reserves
a conference room for an organic chemistry
study group session that afternoon. After
classes are over, she heads to the soccer
field, where the performance is tracked by
an athlete data management system. And

Given the
implications
of the
COVID-19
pandemic,
these
ambiguous
privacy
concerns
have been
exponentially
multiplied
as leaders
weigh public
safety and
institutional
survival
against
student
privacy and
security.

at each stop throughout the day, automated license plate reader (APLR) technology tracks where her vehicle is parked.
Multiply these interactions by thousands
of students, and one gets a clearer picture
of the sheer amount of daily data being
collected by higher education institutions.
Given the implications of the COVID19 pandemic, these ambiguous privacy
concerns have been exponentially multiplied as leaders weigh public safety and
institutional survival against student
privacy and security. Although the data
collected can be helpful when developing
a student success strategy, it can also be
potentially problematic given the implications of tracking individual students’
activities across devices, regardless of
whether they are on campus or elsewhere.
Gray data challenges can even impact
students’ post-graduation prospects.
Consider the difficult position of an
athletic administrator who knows about
a promising student-athlete’s history of
serious head injuries and must determine
whether to share this information with
professional league recruiters.
The use of gray data, especially data
collected virtually, may conflict with
campus privacy standards and the concept
of reasonable expectations of privacy
(which in itself is loosely defined). Yet
the current trend toward online delivery
and the associated data collection presents a number of potential concerns for both instructors and students. With little-to-no
formal guidance on such scenarios, institutional leaders are often
left to determine the ethical path forward on their own.

Building the Infrastructure
for Data Governance
To ensure that student data privacy remains an institutional priority during and beyond the current pandemic, higher education
leaders should confirm that standards, policies, and guidelines
are collaboratively developed by a diverse and representative
group of stakeholders with broad expertise in student privacy
and data protection. This collaboration needs to occur within a
well-defined governance structure, with clear roles and responsibilities and defined outcomes.
To that end, over the last few years, colleges and universities
have increasingly established the role of chief privacy officer
(CPO) and campus-wide privacy governance boards. Leadership
from these individuals has never been more critical.
er.educause.edu
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Previously, CPOs were often relegated to a back-office role on
the information security team, but today’s effective leaders are
becoming visible campus ambassadors, building positive working
relationships with diverse stakeholders across all areas of their
institutions. During times of crisis like the current pandemic, it
is vital to have accessible leaders on the front lines, leading the
charge to address urgent needs while strategically positioning the
institution for success in an uncertain future.
When a CPO is allowed to have a more visible presence,
engaging the campus community and the public at large in a
dynamic conversation about privacy, a strong information
privacy culture can be built (even in the face of significant
challenges). Yet to be truly successful, these administrators need
the tools and support to create practical guidelines and policies
that can translate into daily practices and procedures relevant
in this “new normal.”
Even in the most difficult situations, CPOs should not be
the sole arbiters of an institutional privacy policy. They must
be willing and able to leverage the knowledge of other internal
and external experts to help them make informed and educated
decisions. At the same time, they must demonstrate exceptional
communication skills and organizational awareness in order to be
viewed as a valuable, accessible resource for stakeholders across
the institution.
Especially in light of financial
constraints brought about by the current
recession, institutions may consider
enhancing existing IT leaders’ scopes
of responsibilities to cover this need for
privacy governance (rather than hiring for
a new senior-level position). For colleges
and universities undergoing a hiring freeze,
this presents an opportunity to both grow
promising leaders’ skills and leverage
existing talent.
Privacy Governance Boards

During a crisis as unprecedented as the
COVID-19 pandemic, there are bound to
be multiple instances of unusual ethical
questions and ambiguous circumstances
that will require steadfast leadership,
institutional agility, and strategic thinking.
With the goal of promoting a balance of
perspectives from across the institution,
formal privacy governance boards
are essential to the ethical review and
adjudication of complex information
and data management matters. These
committees are typically composed
of a mix of knowledgeable faculty and
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Forwardthinking
colleges and
universities
will embrace
this new
frontier
in higher
education
by building
a robust
infrastructure
to support
ethical data
usage, privacy
education, and
innovation.

administrators, while some integrate
students as well. For example, UCLA has
its Board on Privacy and Data Protection,
whereas the University of Chicago looks
to its Data Stewardship Council for
guidance. Post-pandemic, these boards
will also be essential in creating (or
optimizing) and regularly reviewing a
crisis response strategy as part of the
regular business continuity planning
conducted by the institution.
In combination with the privacy office,
these boards can help demystify student
privacy and data protection concerns
inherent in the daily operations of colleges
and universities. Further, they can help
shape new policies and procedures in
response to emerging threats.

n

The Post-Pandemic Future of
Student Privacy
In a post-pandemic future, higher education leaders will continue to grapple with
previously unheard-of challenges and gray
areas regarding student privacy. In addition, there will likely be a surge in state
legislation—with California’s Consumer
Privacy Act leading the way—as well as
increased rigor around enforcing existing
federal laws like FERPA, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA), and Europe’s GDPR.
Today, most institutions are just beginning to invest in the resources required
to respond effectively to these developments. Privacy offices, while increasingly common in higher education, are
still relatively rare. And those that are in
place are often understaffed and mired
in everyday activities, including breach
response, contract reviews, and compliance functions.
Likewise, data governance boards are
increasing in number, yet many still struggle to make a significant impact on institutional policies. Driving consensus across
a wide range of stakeholder groups is a
difficult task, often pitting faculty against
administration, but leaders have a moral,
ethical, and professional responsibility to
find common ground for the greater good
of the institution.

Clearly defining ownership for key privacy areas
to ensure role clarity and effective execution

As colleges and universities seek to recover from
the financial, operational, and strategic challenges
presented by the COVID-19 pandemic, leaders will be
called to juggle numerous high-impact priorities. They
may thus be tempted to put privacy matters on the
back burner in order to address more urgent demands.
Instead, by optimizing infrastructures today, institutional leaders can navigate the operational challenges
of COVID-19 and future crises while maintaining a
strong commitment to privacy. n
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Chief Privacy Officers

Forward-thinking colleges and universities will embrace this
new frontier in higher education by building a robust infrastructure to support ethical data usage, privacy education, and innovation. Some actions that leaders can take today to future-proof
their institutions against another global emergency include
the following:
n

n
n

n

n

n

n

n

Recruiting and/or increasing support for an experienced,
qualified chief privacy officer
Creating or optimizing an institutional data privacy board
Proactively evaluating third-party vendors as online delivery
partners
Creating and regularly reviewing an institutional crisis
response plan
Assessing institutional data storage and classifications to
ensure that privacy protections are optimized
Communicating with students about updates to privacy policies and simplification of opt-out procedures
Becoming familiar existing laws (e.g., HIPAA, FERPA, GDPR,
CCPA)
Calculating potential risks related to data privacy to help prioritize institutional opportunities for improvement
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From a Roadblock to the Path Forward:
Improving the FAFSA Process

to finish their education. Being able to help students identify and
overcome obstacles allows us to do just that.
For example, Frank’s technology has been used to help students at
local New York City community colleges, including LaGuardia. The
Frank team went onsite to educate students about the FAFSA® and
showcase how simple the process can be when they apply through
Frank. One of our biggest takeaways from the work with LaGuardia
Community College was how much administrators appreciated
having an independent resource that would help advocate for their
students, especially when every student has unique needs. Community colleges may lack systems that collect and analyze data, causing
difficulties in understanding where their students need help.
Frank’s “white glove” treatment, which offers support through
text, chat, and email support, has helped increase FAFSA® completion rates by 20 percent, which thereby helps more students enroll.
The more students who complete the FAFSA®, the more likely
they are to earn a degree, creating a win-win for students and
colleges/universities.

W
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hen it comes to attending a resources to provide them direction. When FAFSA® completion
college or university, the first rates are an indicator of college/university enrollment and postsecquestion a prospective student ondary access and success, not completing the application presents
will likely have is how to pay for a significant loss for the students themselves.
it. But while the affordability
In 2019, over 1.2 million students missed out on billions of
issue dominates the narrative, unclaimed aid and access to affordable education. Approximately
what is not often talked about is 645,000 of those students were eligible for Pell Grants, meaning
how much “free” money is being left on the table every year. they could have received money for their education but did not,
For example, infographic produced by the National College often due to limited access to counselors or mentors who could
Attainment Network in 2017 indicated that only
help them understand FAFSA®. And although
31 percent of low-income high school seniors
students who attend community colleges are less
enrolled in college with a Pell Grant.1 These stalikely to accrue large student loan debt, they are more
tistics are pre-COVID-19, and early indications The unhappy
likely to default on those student loans, making aid
reality is that for such as grants and scholarships essential.3
suggest that even more students will not particimany students,
pate in the Pell pool next year.
Without financial aid, many community college
financial aid is
Community colleges and their students tend the obstacle that students are faced with an enormous financial
to suffer the most when it comes to financial aid, keeps them from
burden, especially considering that most of them
despite two-year colleges often being the most accessing higher
work and go to school or have family commitments
affordable option. Community colleges typically education.
at the same time. A recent study by EducationData.
lack the resources needed to help guide students An antiquated
org showed that nearly 54 percent of students who
in financial wellness, thanks in large part to limited process stands in
drop out say they had difficulties balancing work
budget and resources. Budget cuts from COVID-19 the way, leaving
and school, while 38 percent of students cite finanthem
to
take
on
will only worsen this situation.
cial pressure as the reason they dropped out.4 These
massive
debt
or
As of May 6, 2020, renewals of the Free Applistatistics make it clear that money and financial aid
cation for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA®) were abandon their
are the root of the problem for many students who
goal altogether.
down 5% (more than 350,000 students) compared
leave behind their higher education dream.
2
with the same date in 2019. Fewer applications are
Since community colleges primarily cater to the
a harbinger for many things, but one certainty is
demographic of students facing these obstacles every
that fewer students will be able to afford higher education. This day, dropout rates and lack of completed applications can be detritrend will be further compounded by massive job losses and the mental to these institutions.
general unpredictability surrounding the future of work in the
post-pandemic economy.
A Student-Centric Approach
The need for financial aid is paramount as students once again Between 2010 and 2014, enrollment at community colleges
question the affordability aspect of higher education amid COVID- declined from 29 percent to 25 percent for full-time undergradu19. How can we make financial aid and the FAFSA® more acces- ate students. With this trend, along with the need to improve
sible to the students who need it most, especially those attending degree-completion rates, it is no surprise that two-year colleges
community colleges?
are suffering. Without a structure in place to help students get
the financial support they need to complete their education,
FAFSA® Completion and Student Success
enrollment rates are likely to continue to decline.5
Put simply, when students do not complete the FAFSA®, they
This is just one of the reasons I started Frank in 2017, with
often do not attend college. That is what makes engaging students the overall goal of making higher education more accessible
with a simple financial aid process essential to student success. and affordable for students. Since then, the Frank team has
But this is much easier said than done.
launched three products aimed at guiding students through
The current FAFSA® process is time-consuming and compli- the financial aid process: a simplified version of the FAFSA®,
cated. Students are faced with confusing language and a lack of an aid appeal service, and the Frank Membership, which offers

a financial aid advance for students waiting for a refund from
their institutions.
At Frank, the team engages in a student-centric approach to
solve these problems. To date, Frank has helped over 350,000
students access $7 billion in financial aid. This was done by building a quick, easy-to-understand application that guides students
through each step of the application. More importantly, the Frank
team can see what trips up students and where they drop off, and it
can reach out to them to get to the bottom of the issue before they
abandon the process.
Important to improving application completion rates is knowing where a student is in the FAFSA® process, but most institutions
do not have that insight. Today, on average, independent students
complete Frank’s easy FAFSA® in less than 5 minutes. Of students
who complete their FAFSA® with Frank, over 94 percent do so
within 24 hours of creating an account. An additional 4 percent of
completions occur within a week of creating an account.
Frank’s goal is to remove the doubt and uncertainty that play
a role in a student’s decision-making process. We want them to
know the importance of completing the FAFSA®, understand
how the financial aid process works, and get the aid they deserve

The unhappy reality is that for many students, financial aid is the
obstacle that keeps them from accessing higher education. An antiquated process stands in the way, leaving them to take on massive
debt or abandon their goal altogether. At the same time, FAFSA® is
not an intuitive process for colleges and universities. Institutions
have access to information only after the application has been
processed by the government, making it difficult for administrators to assist their students.
This is where Frank bridges the gap. Creating a simpler financial
system for students and a smarter process for colleges and universities, Frank solves both challenges at once. A student’s likelihood
of academic success and an institution’s likelihood of continued
enrollment both increase.
COVID-19 has imposed harsh economic realities on all individuals and industries, especially higher education institutions. But
despite the many changes and challenges we will confront after
the pandemic, students and institutions will both benefit from an
improved FAFSA® process. With more students looking for affordable options, now is the perfect time to remove the financial aid
roadblock and take the path forward. n
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Collections as Platform:
Synthesizing Content,
Computation, and Capacity

T

As research is
increasingly
mediated
through code
and computation,
library
collections and
services must
be positioned
as infrastructure
that is no
longer defined
by physical,
intellectual, or
even directly
human-oriented
pursuits but,
rather, extends
into virtual,
digital, and even
machine learning
and AI research
modes.

he traditional scholarship
products that libraries manage
are now primarily in digital
form. At the same time, libraries
are adding support for outputs
including data, thus providing
new opportunities for scholars to
engage with large, multifaceted, digital aggregations
of content through software tools. Synthesizing
content, computation, and capacity requires the
development of infrastructure to enable the application of tools (including text-mining, computational
analysis, machine learning, data publication, and
data computation) to library collections. Such computational functionality across digital collections
enables researchers to explore new capabilities
and formulate new inquiries through fundamental
changes in the ways scholars work—changes that
increase the importance and vitality of collections
across the research process.1
Libraries need to conduct the selection and acquisition of information resources in explicit combination with decisions regarding the analytical tools
and capacities to support the computational use of
those resources in today’s research environment.
The combination of content and computation makes
the library collection a platform for exploring a host
of additional research questions and applications.
The benefits of networked, digital collections as a
platform require investments in computational tools
and access, the synthesis of content with technical
and expert capacities, and the development of new
campus partnerships. Well-established models for
funding, acquiring, and “owning” collections become
more complex. Partnerships within and between
institutions must be sustained to enable the funding and scale required for computational collections.
Licensing, Infrastructure, and Partnerships

Unfortunately, the trend toward digital in library
collections, accompanied as it was by the rise of the
license, brought with it the side effect of closing off
collections from computational analysis. Contracts
60
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were signed with only human readers in mind but
were rarely renegotiated, even as computational
research increased dramatically over the past decade.
Research libraries, in general, have significant
catching up to do:
n

n

On the vendor and contract end, libraries need
to negotiate clear, full, and reasonably unfettered access to proprietary and limited-use data
for researchers who need content as data.
On the research side, libraries need to forge and
reestablish relationships with computationally
intensive research teams and units that understandably have come to see the academic library
as irrelevant to their work.

Libraries are a critical part of the research infrastructure within higher education and are anchors of their
respective institutions. Libraries provide the content
that constitutes the intellectual foundation of research
across all fields, and library services (from discovery
to consultation to publishing support) ensure that
this content—as well as researchers’ new content that
grows and builds upon it—can effectively and efficiently be disseminated to wider publics. As research
is increasingly mediated through code and computation, library collections and services must be positioned as infrastructure that is no longer defined by
physical, intellectual, or even directly human-oriented
pursuits but, rather, extends into virtual, digital, and
even machine learning and AI research modes.
Partnerships across institutions must also reflect
the already present reality of computational research.
On campuses, the library cannot be the sole provider
of computational research data, software, hardware,
or support. Rather, the library must provide these in
coordination, concert, and collaboration with offices
of research and information technology, research labs
and centers, and other units. Libraries will need new
partners beyond their individual campuses and the
usual library organizations and consortia. Research
libraries will need to rely on government, industry,
and scholarly associations, among others.

Integrating Computational
Collections and Capacity

To fully realize the potential of computational
collections as part of a collections and research
engagement program, libraries require significant
financial, technical, and human resources:
n

n

n

The costs of providing access to collections
that are optimized for computational research
include licensing and purchasing existing data
sets, creating data sets for use by researchers,
and funding open access, which might support
content mining.
The costs of providing infrastructure to support computational research across collections
include the purchase and licensing of software
for analysis, systems to support discovery of
these data sets, and platforms that support
analysis and storage.
The costs of providing expertise to support computational research include training, retention,
and potential recruitment of highly skilled,
qualified experts. Expertise needs to encompass not only technical skills but also the legal
and business negotiation skills that are necessary for integrating computational capacity
into an overarching program of collections and
research engagement.

Broadening the collections budget as a means
of supporting nontraditional resources and
activities—including digital scholarly communication tools, open-access fees, software applications,
digital preservation, and organizational memberships—is critical. However, the reality of ongoing
pressure on collections budgets cannot be ignored
and might seem unsustainable and unrealistic when
the challenge to “do more with less” has never been
more real or more urgent.
Libraries have already become more efficient in
managing collections (for example, by shifting to
more on-demand monograph acquisitions models)
and have diverted savings to support the increasing
costs of journal packages, leaving little capacity to
support modern research needs. Research libraries must identify ways to be more aggressive and
creative to support computational collections—for
example, by moving funding away from narrow database or journal package subscriptions or by creating
co-investment and cost-sharing models with offices
of research and technology. Although moving from a
single oversight/ownership model to a campus-wide

shared investment model leads to more complicated
alliances to compile, shepherd, and sustain funding,
for most institutions this shift might represent the
most efficient long-term way of addressing dataintensive research.
Collections should be blended as a service, with
computational capacity that spans organizational,
cultural, and technical boundaries. The challenge for
libraries and scholars becomes how to shift models
toward a synthesis of content- and service-centricity
that also incorporates software and tools such as
text-mining, computational analysis, artificial intelligence, machine learning, data publication, and data
computation. Libraries have the ability to build on
decades of digital collections work, but they need to
start investing with more intention and on a larger
scale. Libraries and their partners must bring robust
collections and emerging computational tools
together with developing professional expertise to
unlock the combined potential. n
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Preparing Workers for
Anything: Human + Machine

T

echnology is fundamentally remaking successful in the modern economy: occupational identity, social
work, as advances in artificial intelligence capital, skills.4 Understanding the different, but deeply interreand other computing capabilities make it pos- lated, roles that the three pillars play in career development is
sible to automate work previously thought essential to helping workers navigate the machine-powered econuntouchable. Artificial intelligence not only omy of the future.
can process bank deposits or recommend
books one might like but also, increasingly, can Occupational Identity
give quality feedback on writing or determine whether someone Occupational identity is what you believe you can be: what you
has cancer.
like to do, what you are good at doing, and where you perceive
Many of these jobs—bank teller, bookstore clerk, writing you belong. It is a critical piece of career navigation. As noted
instructor, radiologist—were, not too long ago, the exclusive by the authors of a report reviewing research on youth occudomain of humans. And they demonstrate that even a high level pational identity: “Occupational identity development is an
of knowledge and skill can’t insulate today’s workers from being underexplored piece of the puzzle in improving pathways to
automated out of a job. Nevertheless, we know that jobs featur- occupations.”5 Children are especially open to trying out differing repetitive, routine tasks in fields like manufacturing, retail, ent career identities, but identity continues to evolve over time
and finance are prime candidates for automation.1
as people enter the workforce and accrue experiThis evolution will disproportionately impact lowence. Thus, schools, colleges, and employers all
income and otherwise disadvantaged Americans,
have an important role to play in helping opporthe ones who can least afford it.
tunity seekers develop a strong sense of self as it
Understanding
There is disagreement, however, among tech- the different,
relates to career.
nologists, economists, and futurists about the but deeply
Developing an occupational identity is less
exact impacts that artificial intelligence will have interrelated,
about choosing a specific career field or aligning
on society and work. And as George Siemens wrote roles that the
oneself with O*NET job descriptions and more
to kick off the New Horizons department for 2020: three pillars
about understanding what one likes to do. This is
“We should not expect accurate forecasts or even play in career
what Diane Tavenner, a charter school founder,
consensus about the longer-term development of AI development
calls discovering the “ings” that people like and are
is essential to
and how it may intersect with, and impact, humans.”2
good at—things like coding, writing, managing, and
helping workers
The future of work is far from certain.
inventing.6 Opportunity seekers of all ages, from a
navigate the
Against that backdrop, learners and workers machine-powered middle-schooler to a recently laid-off cashier in her
must prepare for a future of work that could be just economy of the
fifties, can be helped to understand how their prefabout anything. That, of course, means learning to future.
erences and skills can transfer across different jobs
be agile and adaptive, to seek out new opportunities,
and careers.
and to continuously learn. Workers—like instituCareer navigation coaches and tools can be
tions—will be most successful if they know how to
instrumental in walking people through this
craft plans and careers that accommodate diverse futures, rather process. And as millions of people are automated out of their jobs
than a single version of the future.3 This means the capabilities now and in coming years, employer-provided “outskilling” and
that will set workers up for long-term success are not necessarily other navigation supports can help them translate their skills to
fixed skills but are ones like creativity, problem-solving, and social new roles or understand what skills they need to develop. Employawareness. Moreover, while skills will be critically important, ers play an especially critical role in helping people see how they
alone they won’t be enough.
might move within the company.
In fact, a recent analysis from Entangled Solutions, drawing on
As technology transforms the way we work and the jobs humans
both research and practice focused on career navigation, revealed are asked to do, opportunity seekers need support in developing an
three critical career pillars that individuals will need in order to be occupational identity that is both adaptable and enduring.
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Social Capital

Social capital—who you know—is the breadth and depth of your
relationships and is an important career asset.7 Early in life, these
relationships expose learners to career pathways and enable exploration. As students advance through education and enter the workforce, these relationships are critical to understanding different
pathways, finding opportunities, and ultimately landing jobs.
Eight out of ten jobs are never publicly advertised, creating a
“hidden market.”8 Referrals make up 40 percent of new hires, even
though only 7 percent of job applicants get a personal referral
from someone at the hiring company.9 This distorts what we
understand as the skills market and, all too often, reinforces
socioeconomic disparities. People may, in fact, have the necessary
skills but lack the social capital to leverage them into jobs. The
hiring system may also reward people who lack important skills
but have social capital.
Employers’ efforts to move toward skills-based hiring—
using digital screening tools and skills assessments—should, in
theory, reduce the role of social capital in hiring. But a growing
body of research shows that social capital actually plays a critical
role in understanding how to navigate such screening systems.
Employers should work hard to apply transparency to this process
and, more broadly, to put workforce systems in place that help
workers naturally develop useful relationships and networks.
Mario Luis Small, a sociologist at Harvard, has shown that the
range and the usefulness of people’s networks have far less to do
with deliberate networking than with conditions in the institutions
they frequent, including schools, colleges, and workplaces.10 A
growing number of researchers, including Julia Freeland Fisher,
director of education at the Clayton Christensen Institute, are
thus exploring how both schools and postsecondary institutions
can help level the playing field. Freeland Fisher noted: “If we’re
trying to create a set of educational institutions and programs
that fuel upward mobility, we need to start thinking about
how to deliberately integrate social components into learning
environments. “We need to be explicit about training students
how to build, grow, and maintain social capital and creating more
channels to accessing new networks.”11
Meanwhile, digital technology makes it far easier for people
to connect meaningfully across geographies: career navigation
tools like Handshake and PeopleGrove are focused on helping
opportunity seekers develop their networks. This work is critical
to building equity.
Skills

Skills—what you know how to do—form the most-talkedabout career pillar. And of course, a well-formed occupational
identity and even social capital can get someone only so far if
they haven’t developed the skills necessary to start, restart, or
grow in their career.
And as it stands, our K-12, postsecondary, and workforce and
hiring systems are disjointed and aren’t well-designed to help

learners both develop in-demand skills and translate them to the
world of work. But a number of efforts, such as the T3 Innovation
Network at the US Chamber of Commerce Foundation, are
underway to reimagine education, training, and hiring in ways
that will put career skills front and center. In fact, many employers
are at least exploring ways to deemphasize proxies such as a degree
and focus on skills-based hiring.12
This shift could open jobs to a wider range of workers, but
opportunity seekers will have to be able to develop, demonstrate,
and clearly articulate skills. This need is particularly acute
around soft skills—such as communication, critical thinking, and
creativity—which are more complicated to measure and are of
increasing importance as automation renders more routine skills
obsolete. “The skills that matter most now and into the future are
‘human’ skills that can’t be performed by machines,” says Michelle
Weise, chief innovation officer at the Strada Institute for the
Future of Work. “We need better ways for students to understand,
develop, and translate those skills into the language of the labor
market.”13 And we must also do a better job of helping opportunity
seekers understand where the market for skills is heading.

****
Taken together, occupational identity, social capital, and skills—
the three career pillars—provide a base from which individuals can
continue to explore, develop, and consider new opportunities as
the demands of work and the contours of career continue to shift
around them. That kind of agility will be not only advantageous
but essential in our new human + machine reality. n
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Superpowers
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advancing higher education.
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contributions
of others.
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s we all faced unprecedented challenges caused
by the pandemic over the
past several months, I
thought a lot about whether
humans have “superpowers.” I don’t think those of us
who are working in higher education IT service can
compare ourselves to the incredible frontline people
in health care, the first-responders, and many of the
others who have served our communities to keep
us safe and alive, but our role in education remains
essential to a high-functioning society.
As my family isolated ourselves and found new
ways to get work done, we used some of the “nonwork” time to do a March Madness Bracket for the
Marvel Cinematic Universe films. I had no idea
that there were more than twenty Marvel superhero movies. Watching each movie and assessing
each character’s superpower, I realized that the real
impact was the combined value of all the superpowers when applied to a common objective. Over and
over again, the superheroes managed to save humanity against overwhelming odds. In almost every case,
no superhero acted alone.
So, what do superpowers have to do with IT service?
Over the years, I have been inspired by the incredible talents and abilities of so many IT professionals.
None of them could time travel, change shape, or
teleport. One of my staff members once told me he
could make himself invisible, but I think he just took
long coffee breaks at the student union.
Some of the special powers that I have witnessed
in IT professionals are related to technical work or
efforts that support teaching, learning, and research.
Other IT professionals show incredible capabilities
in leadership, management, empathy, self-awareness,
and/or communications. Yet even with all of these
individual talents, no one was able to deliver extraordinary results or serve at a high level on their own.
The incredible powers exhibited by higher education IT professionals become superpowers only
when we work together, relying on the contributions of others. I have consistently observed three

collective superpowers that seem to set us apart as
we serve our faculty, students, staff, and community
with unparalleled distinction.
Our first superpower is collaboration. We exercise collaboration with energy, enthusiasm, consideration, and care. We share what we learn from our
successes and our failures across our community and
beyond. We admit our mistakes and come together
virtually or in person to learn, teach, and listen. We
enjoy and respect one another, and we recognize
that we are better together. We give and receive with
humility, expecting nothing in return.
Our second superpower is diversity and inclusion. This is not only about the color of our skin, our
gender identity, our spiritual beliefs, or our ancestry.
We recognize and appreciate that every person’s
experiences, perspectives, and energies fuel our
creativity, productivity, and capacity to deliver. We
fundamentally believe that education belongs to
everyone: the privileged, the disadvantaged, and the
disenfranchised. We embrace exceptional IT service
as an equalizer. Diversity enriches each of us and
our organizations as we help students learn, as we
support faculty members’ teaching and research,
and as we provide systems and applications essential
to our campuses across the globe.
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Michael Berman

Chief Information Officer
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Our third superpower is adaptability. Over the last
forty years, IT professionals have been challenged
to continuously rearm ourselves to create, manage,
and deliver IT services as our systems have evolved
from mainframes to minicomputers, to client-server
architectures, to a web-enhanced desktop/laptop
world, and now to mobile platforms that embrace
and leverage cloud services. We have adjusted and
learned, and we have helped others apply IT services
in their work with agility and skill. As we have worked
through the most recent pandemic, we applied
responsiveness and adaptability at superhero pace as
we helped transform our campuses to virtual delivery
systems in teaching, learning, research, and administrative operations.
IT service providers don’t tap into our three
superpowers—collaboration, diversity and inclusion, and adaptability—simply when it is convenient
or when the situation calls for application of a
superpower. As we have evolved into higher education enablers, partners, and service providers, these
superpowers have become fundamental components of who we are.
As a result of the pandemic and months of
social distancing and isolation, I know much more
about the Marvel Cinematic Universe. Yet while I

watched superpowers come alive in these movies,
I realized that superpowers in the real world are
much more important.
Higher education will change as a result of the
pandemic and the subsequent financial crisis. It
is incumbent upon each of us to make sure that
we emerge better, stronger, and more resilient.
As our colleges and universities face these challenges, exceptional IT service will be needed more
than ever.
I take comfort in knowing that higher education
IT service has many superheroes. I also realize that
we all don’t need to be superheroes. We don’t even
need to be “everyday” heroes. If we simply demonstrate care and respect for one another and maximize the application of our talents as we embrace
collaboration, diversity and inclusion, and adaptability, we will contribute more than most of us
thought possible.
As one Marvel superhero said, “It is a privilege to
be among you.” n
Ron Kraemer is the retired CIO from the University of Notre Dame
and is a member of the EDUCAUSE Alumni Group. He stays active
working on special projects for EDUCAUSE and Internet2 and
serves as a coach and mentor for IT professionals.
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